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Abstract
Amine-based CO2 capture has been proposed as a way of mitigating climate
change. In this work, the fundamental processes governing the atmospheric
gas phase chemistry of amines released from CO2 capture have been studied
using computational and experimental methods.
The reactions of amines, amides and imines with OH radicals have been
studied with computational methods. The reactions are all characterized by
strongly bound pre-reaction complexes and submerged barriers to hydrogen
abstraction. Rate coeﬃcients calculated from statistical rate theory show
negative temperature dependencies and are in good agreement with experi-
mental results where available.
It has been suggested that the climate eﬀect of amine based CO2 capture
may be counteracted by the formation of N2O as a minor product in the
photo-oxidation of methylamine. Calculations in this work unambiguously
show that N2O is not a product in the photo-oxidation of methylamine.
The reaction rate coeﬃcients for the OH radical reactions of N -methyl-
formamide and N,N-dimethylformamide have been measured as a function of
temperature and pressure by using the ﬂash photolysis laser-induced ﬂuor-
escence technique. The reactions are signiﬁcantly slower than the corres-
ponding amine reactions and show a negative temperature dependence. The
study further reveals that the amides have a higher potential for nitramine
and nitrosamine formation and that they may therefore constitute a previ-
ously undisclosed health risk.
Kinetic isotope eﬀects for the OH radical reaction of HCN have been
measured in a smog chamber through the use of FTIR spectroscopy. The
measured values and calculated results conﬁrm that the reaction, unlike the
other reactions in this work, mainly occur through an addition channel.
The present work has contributed signiﬁcantly to our understanding of the
atmospheric reactions of the intermediates in the atmospheric degradation
of methyl amines.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In his new year speech in 2007, the Norwegian prime minister Jens Stol-
tenberg announced that the the gas power plant at Mongstad were to be
constructed with a CO2 capture facility, that all technology necessary would
be developed within 7 years and that this great project were to be the Nor-
wegian ”moon landing” [1]:
Vi ma˚ ta v˚art ansvar. Klimautslippene ma˚ ned. Norge p˚atar seg
en pionerrolle n˚ar vi har bestemt at gasskraftverket p˚a Mongstad
skal ha rensing av klimagassen CO2. Vi skal gjøre dette mulig.
Da president Kennedy sa at amerikanerne skulle lande p˚a ma˚nen
innen 10 a˚r, hadde ikke amerikanerne vært ute i verdensrommet.
De kom til ma˚nen innen 10 a˚r. De satte seg ma˚l. Og de n˚adde
ma˚lene. V˚ar visjon er at vi innen 7 a˚r skal f˚a p˚a plass den tekno-
logien som gjør det mulig a˚ rense utslipp av klimagasser. Det blir
et viktig gjennombrudd for a˚ f˚a ned utslippene i Norge, og n˚ar vi
lykkes tror jeg verden vil følge etter. Dette er et stort prosjekt
for landet. Det er v˚ar ma˚nelanding.”
At that time, very little was known about the possible environmental and
health consequences of amine based CO2 capture, hence several large research
projects were initiated with the goal of providing fundamental knowledge
about the processes necessary for a complete understanding of the risks and
consequences of using amines for CO2 capture. The literature on the atmo-
spheric chemistry of amines was very scarce, with only a few measurements
and studies of their OH radical reactions. The amines themselves are not
particularly harmful, but there was concern that highly carcinogenic nitram-
ines and nitrosoamines could be formed during their atmospheric degradation
and in 2011, the Norwegian Institute of Public Health published a review,
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”Health eﬀects of amines and derivatives associated with CO2 capture”, re-
viewing available toxicology data for these compounds [2].
To ensure the public a negligible risk of cancer from exposure to nitram-
ines and nitrosamines, the total amount of these compounds in air and water
should be kept at very low levels and it is therefore essential to quantify all
processes leading to nitramine and nitrosamine formation, including the ac-
tual emission rates, atmospheric transport, phase transfer, reaction kinetics
and product distributions.
In this thesis, computational and experimental techniques have been ap-
plied to contribute to a fundamental understanding of the processes that
dominate the gas phase chemistry of emissions from amine based CO2 cap-
ture facilities.
1.1 The atmosphere
The earth’s atmosphere is a complex chemical and physical system consisting
of the main components nitrogen, oxygen and argon, as well as a large number
of gases known as the atmospheric trace gases. The concentrations of the
main components changes very little over time and are not inﬂuenced by
human activity, whereas the trace gases are products of both natural and
anthropogenic processes, and their concentrations show large spatial and
temporal variation.
The earth’s atmosphere is conveniently divided into several layers, of
which the lowest is called the troposphere and reaches to the temperature
inversion point, called the tropopause. The troposphere is only a small frac-
tion of the total atmospheric volume, but accounts for 80% of its total mass
and almost 99% of its water vapor. Because of the temperature inversion in
the stratosphere, the mixing between the troposphere and the stratosphere
is normally slow and only trace gases with lifetimes of several years enter
the stratosphere. It is therefore suﬃcient to consider only the tropospheric
chemistry of all but the most long-lived emitted trace gases.
1.2 Tropospheric processes
An important concept in atmospheric chemistry is the lifetime or atmospheric
residence time, τ , of a molecule, deﬁned as the average time a molecule
remains in the atmosphere [3]. The lifetime can be expressed as the ratio of
the amount of the compound present, m, to the loss rate, L.
2
τ = m
L
(1.1)
There are in principle three diﬀerent classes of processes that inﬂuence
the life times of a trace gas emitted to the atmosphere: i) direct chemical
loss, ii) photolysis and iii) deposition on particles, water droplets, and other
surfaces. For most compounds, chemical loss trough reaction with the OH
radical is the most important sink [4]. In the troposphere, OH radicals are
mainly generated from photolysis of ozone in the presence of water:
O3 + hν → O(1D) +O2 (1.2)
O(1D) +H2O→ 2OH (1.3)
Other loss processes include reaction with chlorine atoms, ozone, and
NO3 radicals. OH radicals and chlorine atoms are only present in signiﬁcant
concentrations at daytime as they are generated photolytically and have short
lifetimes. The NO3 radical on the other hand, photolyzes rapidly and does
therefore only constitute a signiﬁcant sink at night [5].
The concentration of chlorine atoms is typically highest in marine areas
and the concentration in the marine boundary layer has been reported to be
1-10 per cent of the OH concentration [6] with suggested average day time
concentrations in the North Atlantic air mass of 6×104 cm−3 [7].
In order to compare the importance of the possible atmospheric sinks and
to estimate the atmospheric residence times of the diﬀerent trace gases, the
following oxidant concentrations are assumed throughout this thesis: [OH]24h
= 106 cm−3, [O3]24h = 1012 cm−3, [Cl]12h = 2 × 103 cm−3 and [NO3]12h = 108
cm−3
1.3 Amines in the atmosphere
Amines in the atmosphere originate from a variety of sources including an-
imal husbandry, food processing, marine sources and biomass burning [8].
However, with the proposed use of monoethanolamine (MEA) and other
amines in post combustion carbon capture [9], the emissions are expected to
increase. The emissions of the alkyl amines are also expected to increase as
they are formed from degradation of larger amines during the capture/de-
sorption process [10, 11].
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1.3.1 Photo-oxidation of amines
The atmospheric degradation of amines is dominated by reaction with the
OH radical [11] which occurs through abstraction from either a C-H site or
a N-H site. Abstraction from a C-H site generally gives amides and imines
as main products, and the main product from N-H abstraction is usually an
imine. Depending on the NOx concentrations, N centered imino radicals may
also react to form nitramines and nitrosamines. It has also been suggested
that photo-oxidation of methylamine might give N2O as a product [12], and
that eventual emissions of methylamine may therefore counteract the net
climate eﬀect of amine based CO2 capture [13].
Figure 1.1 shows the main routes in the OH initiated photo-oxidation of
dimethylamine. Abstraction from the amino group gives N -methylmethanimine
as main product and N,N -nitrosodimethylamine and N,N -nitrodimethylamine
as minor products, depending on the NOx levels. Abstraction from the
methyl groups gives N -methylmethanimine, N -methylformamide, formam-
ide and methanimine as main products.
The reactions of aliphatic amines with OH radicals are very fast and their
lifetimes with respect to the OH radical reaction are typically less than one
day.
N
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Figure 1.1: Main routes in the OH initiated photo-oxidation of dimethylam-
ine. Adapted from Nielsen et al., ref [14]
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1.3.2 Imines
The main oxidation products of amines in the atmosphere are the imines [11].
Very little is known about the atmospheric chemistry of the imines and both
gas phase oxidation and heterogenous processes may be important. There
are no published studies on the OH radical reactions of imines, but there is a
single study of the chlorine atom reaction reaction of N -methylmethanimine
[15], showing the reaction to be fast with k = (1.9 ± 0.15) × 10−11cm3
molecule−1 s−1. Inspection of available kinetic data [11] reveals that the
reactions of chlorine atoms with nitrogen-containing VOCs in the atmosphere
are, as a rough rule of thumb, a factor of 10 faster than the corresponding
OH radical reaction. Assuming this also holds for the imines and that N -
methylmethanimine is representative for imines, their lifetime respect to the
OH radical reaction can therefore be assumed to be around 6 days.
1.3.3 Amides
In addition to being important high volume production chemicals, amides
also constitute the other major group of atmospheric photo-oxidation products
of amines. Their atmospheric chemistry was recently reviewed by Barnes et
al. [16] The reactions with OH radicals are fast with typical atmospheric life-
times of around 1 day and they give rise to some of the same photo-oxidation
products as the amines, including nitramines and nitrosamines.
1.3.4 Nitrosamines
Nitrosamines have been reported to be minor photo-oxidation products of
amines. They are known to be highly carcinogenic and the Norwegian Insti-
tute of Public Health has recommended that the total amount of nitramines
and nitrosamines should not exceed 40 ng/L in drinking water or 0.3 ng/m3,
corresponding to around 0.1 ppt for dimethylnitrosamine, in air [2]. Since
the nitrosamines photolyze rapidly, as already shown in Figure 1.1, they do
not accumulate in the atmosphere [17, 18], but there is concern that they
might rain out and end up in drinking water [19].
1.3.5 Nitramines
Nitramines are formed in the atmospheric photo-oxidation of amines, as il-
lustrated for dimethylamine in Figure 1.1. Not much is known about the
health eﬀects of nitramines, but they are suspected to be both carcinogens
and mutagens. Due to the lack of toxicity data, the Norwegian Institute of
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Public Health has recommended that the nitramines should be included in
the suggested maximum values for nitrosamines [2].
1.4 Objectives and research tasks
The overall goal of this work is to ontribute to the fundamental understanding
of the elementary processes involved at the microscopic level and to develop
detailed chemical mechanisms for the atmospheric photo-oxidation of amines
emitted to air from industrial CO2 capture plants. To achieve this, the
following research objectives are deﬁned:
• Contribute to our understanding of the elementary steps in the photo-
oxidation of amines by studying the reactions of the methyl amines
and their primary and secondary oxidation products with quantum
chemical methods and statistical rate theory
• Increase our knowledge about the applicability of standard quantum
chemical methods to the study of the atmospheric reactions of nitro-
gen containing trace gases by comparing experimental and theoretical
results for a wide range of reactions
• Measure the rate coeﬃcients of selected reactions relevant for the photo-
oxidation of methyl amines
The strategy is to apply high level quantum chemistry methods to char-
acterize the potential energy surfaces of all reactions in this study. The
calculations are to be as accurate as possible, but still aﬀordable for sys-
tems of real atmospheric interest. The quantum chemical calculations are to
be linked to experimental data, when available, through the use of statist-
ical rate theory. Only when the quantum chemical and kinetic methods are
proven to be reliable for systems where experimental data is available, can
they also be used with conﬁdence to study reactions that are to diﬃcult to
measure experimentally.
1.5 Outline of the dissertation
The dissertation is organized as follows: In chapter 2 the fundamentals of
quantum chemical methods used in this study is presented along with some
practical considerations on how to choose the correct method for studying
the kinetics and mechanisms of atmospheric radical reactions. In chapter 3,
the basic principles of kinetics and statistical rate theory is discussed with
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emphasis on methods applicable for describing the pressure dependence of
unimolecular and complex forming bimolecular reactions. Chapter 4 deals
with the experimental techniques used in this study, long path FTIR smog
chamber and ﬂash photolysis-laser induced ﬂuorescence. Chapter 5 sum-
marizes and discusses the papers on which this thesis is based. The ﬁrst
and second parts of the chapter deals with the primary sinks of the methyl
amines. The OH radical reactions of the methyl amines and ethylamine are
discussed in the ﬁrst paper and chlorine atom reactions of the methyl amines
in the second. The remaining papers are about the OH radical reactions of
the primary and secondary photo-oxidation products of the amines. Conclu-
sions and perspectives on future work are presented in chapter 6.
7
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Chapter 2
Quantum chemical methods
This chapter concerns the quantum chemical methods used in this study.
First a brief introduction to the general principles of quantum chemistry is
given, then a short description of the methods and the basis sets used in this
study, before some practical aspects of the performance and applicability of
the methods are discussed.
2.1 General principles
At the heart of quantum chemistry is the non-relativistic, time-independent
Schro¨dinger equation:
HˆΨ = EΨ (2.1)
where Hˆ is the Hamiltonian operator of the system, Ψ represents the wave
function containing all information about the system, and E the molecu-
lar energy. As the Schro¨dinger equation can only be solved analytically
for the simplest cases, like the hydrogen atom, approximations are neces-
sary to describe systems of chemical interest. One simpliﬁcation is the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation where the movement of the electrons and
the nuclei are considered to be separable and the Schro¨dinger equation is
solved for the electrons, assuming ﬁxed positions of the nuclei. The Born-
Oppenheimer approximation is usually a very good approximation for ground
states, but may be less reliable for excited states. Another important approx-
imation is the separation of the electronic wave function in one electron wave
functions, i.e. spin orbitals. The wave function expressed as the product of
the individual one electron wave functions is known as the Hartree product,
but this does not satisfy the requirement that the wave function must change
sign when the coordinates of two fermions are interchanged.
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This requirement can be fulﬁlled by writing the wave function as a Slater
determinant, where all electrons appear in all spin orbitals:
ΦSD = 1√
N !

χ1(x1) χ1(x2) ⋯ χ1(xN)
χ2(x1) χ2(x2) ⋯ χ2(xN)⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
χN(x1) χN(x2) ⋯ χN(xN)

(2.2)
where χi(xj) denotes electron j in spin orbital i and χi is the combined
spatial and spin orbital. When the wave function is expressed as a single
Slater determinant and the energy is optimized variationally, we get the
Hartree-Fock (HF) method which is the basis of most wave function based
quantum chemical methods used today. In the HF method, the electrons
only interact with the average of the other electrons and the equation for each
one-electron orbital depends on the solution of the others. The equations are
therefore solved iteratively until the new equations give rise to a suﬃciently
similar solution as the previous set of equations, i.e. the solution is self
consistent. In practice, the wave function is expanded in a set of analytic
functions representing atomic orbitals, called a basis set, and the coeﬃcients
of the expansion is determined variationally. By letting all electrons see only
the average of the others, one typically recovers around 99% of the total
energy of the system, but for the calculation of accurate reaction energies,
molecular properties etc., it is important to consider the remaining 1%, called
the correlation energy [20].
The correlation energy, Ecorr is mainly associated with the instantaneous
movement of the electrons and it is deﬁned as the diﬀerence between the
exact non-relativistic energy of the system, Eexact and the energy of the HF
method with the wave function expanded in an inﬁnite basis set, called the
HF limit, EHF .
Ecorr = Eexact −EHF (2.3)
Since the HF method gives the optimal one-determinant wave function
in a given basis set, an improved description of the system must include
more Slater determinants in what is called the conﬁguration interaction (CI)
expansion:
Ψ = a0ΦHF +∑
i
aiΦi (2.4)
The additional Slater determinants are constructed from the HF determin-
ant by replacing occupied molecular orbitals by virtual ones, typically chosen
as unoccupied HF orbitals. The methods accounting for the correlation en-
ergy are known as correlated methods and they mainly diﬀer in how they
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determine the coeﬃcients ai. The correlation energy can be conveniently
divided into two contributions, static and dynamic correlation. When the
coeﬃcient a0 in the CI expansion is close to unity and a large number of
excited determinants each give a small contribution, the correlation energy
is mostly related to the instantaneous Coulomb repulsion between the mov-
ing electrons, called dynamic correlation. When the correlation comes from
near degeneracy between electron conﬁgurations, other determinants than
ΦHF also contribute signiﬁcantly to CI expansion, the correlation is said to
be static. There is no precise border between static and dynamic correla-
tion, but most correlated methods account only for the dynamic correlation
energy.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Møller-Plesset perturbation theory
One common method for calculating the correlation energy is Møller-Plesset
perturbation theory [21], in which the zeroth order Hamiltonian is written
as the sum over the Fock operators and the perturbation is the two-electron
operators. The sum of the zeroth and ﬁrst order energies is equal to the
HF-energy, and the ﬁrst improvement is therefore the second order energy.
Møller-Plesset perturbation theory of second order, usually denoted MP2,
recovers 80-90 % of the correlation energy and scales as N5, where N is the
number of basis functions, making it a cost eﬃcient method. It is however
not capable of calculating reaction energies to chemical accuracy [22]. Higher
order varieties are available, but they are not as commonly used.
2.2.2 Coupled-cluster theory
A diﬀerent approach for calculating the correlation energy is coupled cluster
theory [23,24] where the wavefunction is expressed as
ΦCC = eTˆΦHF (2.5)
where the cluster operator, Tˆ , is deﬁned as Tˆ = Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + ... + Tˆn, n is the
total number of electrons and Tˆi generates all possible excitations of order
i from the HF determinant. The cost of the calculation increases rapidly
with the number of electrons and the cluster operator is therefore usually
truncated. Truncation after the Tˆ2 gives the Coupled Cluster Singles and
Doubles (CCSD) [25] method and truncation after Tˆ3 gives the Coupled
Cluster Singles Doubles and Triples (CCSDT) method [26–28]. The CCSD
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method scales as N6 and the CCSDT method scales as N8 and the latter is
therefore only applicable for the smallest molecules [29]. A common approx-
imation is to treat the triple excitations with perturbation theory, giving the
CCSD(T) [30] method. This method is sometimes referred to as the ’gold
standard’ of quantum chemistry [31]and is often capable of giving reaction
energies within chemical accuracy [32], (loosely deﬁned as within 1 kcal/mol
= 4.184 kJ/mol).
A commonly used measure of the applicability of the coupled cluster
methods is the T1-diagnostic of Lee and Taylor [33]. For closed shell mo-
lecules, coupled cluster results are considered reliable as long as the value of
the T1-diagnostic is less than 0.02, while for open shell systems, 0.44 has been
suggested as the limiting value [34]. Systems with higher values have signi-
ﬁcant multi-reference character and multi-conﬁgurational methods should be
used instead.
2.2.3 Multi-conﬁgurational methods
Both Møller-Plesset perturbation theory and coupled cluster theory are based
on the assumption that the wave function can be reasonably well described by
a single electronic conﬁguration. For systems like excited states, biradicals,
and in bond breaking processes, it is often the case that more than one
conﬁguration play a signiﬁcant role and it becomes necessary to use a multi-
determinant wave function as the reference wave function. In the multi-
conﬁgurational SCF (MCSCF) method, the wave function is expressed as a
linear combination of several Slater determinants and both the orbitals and
the conﬁguration weights are optimized variationally.
Unlike in the HF method, the MCSCF method requires the user to select
the conﬁgurations to be included in the calculations and the reliability of
the method is strongly dependent of a balanced selection of conﬁguration.
A common way of choosing conﬁgurations to be included in the calculation
is the complete active space (CASSCF) method [35, 36], where instead of
individual conﬁgurations, a set of orbitals are selected and all possible ex-
citations within this set is considered. A calculation with n electrons in m
orbitals is denoted a CASSCF(n,m) calculation.
The CASSCF method provides a wave function that is qualitatively cor-
rect, but it does only to a very limited extent account for dynamical correl-
ation. To obtain accurate energies, geometries, frequencies etc. it is there-
fore necessary to do a correlation treatment based on the CASSCF wave
function. The most common correlated multi-reference methods are multi-
reference conﬁguration interaction singles and doubles (MRCI) and second
order multi-reference perturbation theory (CASPT2) [37–39].
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2.2.4 Density functional theory
A completely diﬀerent approach to the problem of electron correlation is
density functional theory where, instead of a wave function, the electron
density, ρ(r), is optimized [20]. The basis of modern DFT is the Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem that states that the potential of a system is uniquely deﬁned
from its ground state electron density [40]. This reduces the problem from
optimizing a 3N dimensional wave function where N is the number of elec-
trons, to optimizing a 3 dimensional electron density. The energy of the
system is described as a functional of the electron density, but unfortunately,
the exact dependence of the exchange and correlation energy of the electron
density is not known. Several diﬀerent functionals are available and they
diﬀer in how they treat the exchange-correlation energy. One of the most
common functionals is the combination of Becke’s three parameter exchange
functional with the correlation functional of Lee, Yang and Parr, giving the
B3LYP functional. Although the B3LYP functional is widely used, it is
not very good for radical kinetics as it systematically underestimates bar-
rier heights [41]. Density functionals are often parameterized for a speciﬁc
use, and a widely used functional for radical kinetics and thermochemistry is
M06-2X [42]. Even with moderate basis sets does density functional theory
oﬀer a signiﬁcant improved accuracy compared to the Hartree-Fock method
at a similar cost [20], making it a very economic approach for most systems.
2.2.5 Basis sets
The set of mathematical functions used to construct the electronic wave func-
tion is called a basis set. The basis functions themselves typically represent
atomic orbitals and the molecular orbitals are constructed as linear com-
binations of atomic orbitals. An obvious choice for the atomic orbitals is
the Slater type orbital (STO) as they have the same functional form as the
exact wave functions for the hydrogen atom where the radial distribution
is described as an exponential decay. However, the two-electron integrals
needed for the Coulomb and exchange operator do not have an analytic solu-
tion when STOs are used and numerical integration is therefore needed. A
way of avoiding this problem is to use Gaussian functions as basis functions,
which enables analytical solutions of the two-electron integrals. However,
the Gaussian functions do not have the correct functional form, lacking the
electron-density cusp at the nucleus and falling oﬀ too rapidly at large sep-
arations. To achieve the same accuracy as by using Slater type orbitals, the
atomic orbitals may be approximated by a contraction of several Gaussian
(primitive) functions.
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The accuracy of a calculation will depend on the number of basis func-
tions used to construct the wave function. The absolute minimum is to use
one function for each atomic orbital, called a minimum basis set. This is in-
adequate for most purposes and larger basis sets are typically used. A basis
set where each atomic orbital is described by two functions is called a double
zeta basis set, a basis set with three functions per atomic orbital is called
a triple zeta basis set etc. In a molecule, bonding primarily occurs between
the valence orbitals, while the core orbitals are very similar to the orbitals in
an isolated atom. It is therefore common to use several functions to describe
each of the valence orbitals, while the core orbitals are described by a single
basis function, giving a split valence basis set.
There are a large number of diﬀerent basis sets available. The two most
popular families of basis sets are the Pople and Dunning basis sets [29]. Po-
ple’s split valence basis sets include 3-21G, 6-31G and 6-311G, where the
ﬁrst number denotes the number of primitives contracted to describe a core
orbital, while the numbers after the hyphen denotes the number of primit-
ives used to describe the valence orbitals, i.e.,3-21G is a valence double zeta
basis set that describes each core orbital as 3 contracted primitives and the
valence orbitals are described by two functions of which one consists of two
contracted primitives. The Pople basis sets can be extended by including
basis functions of higher angular momentum, called polarization functions,
and functions with small exponents, called diﬀuse functions. Polarization
functions are essential for calculating electron correlation and should always
be included, while diﬀuse functions are most important systems with loosely
bound electrons.
The Dunning basis sets, the correlation consistent polerized valence n-zeta
(cc-pVnZ) basis sets (n = D, T, Q, 5 or 6) [43, 44], are split valence basis
sets optimized for calculation of electron correlation. The basis sets include
polarization functions by default and can be augmented with diﬀuse func-
tions. A very useful feature of the Dunning basis sets is that they converge
to the basis set limit in a systematic fashion, allowing for extrapolation of
the calculated energies. Several extrapolation schemes have been proposed,
including the expression by Helgaker et al. [45, 46]
EXY = EXX3 −EY Y 3
X3 − Y 3 (2.6)
By doing two calculations with basis sets of cardinal number X and Y
(X>Y), it is possible to extrapolate the correlation energy to the basis set
limit. The accuracy of the extrapolation is typically much better than a
single calculation using a basis set with cardinal number X+1 [22].
A diﬀerent approach for calculating energies close to the basis set limit
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is the use of explicitly correlated methods [47], where the wave function
includes the inter-electronic distances. In this work, explicitly correlated
coupled cluster singles and doubles with perturbative triples [48–50], denoted
CCSD(T)-F12, has been used for calculating reaction energies and barriers.
2.3 Practical aspects
The ”correct” choice of method for a problem depends on both the desired
accuracy and the size of the system. It is known that for the smallest systems
reaction energies can be calculated accurate to within a kJ/mol using coupled
cluster theory with higher order excitations and large basis sets extrapolated
to the basis set limit [51], but approaches this accurate are also too time
consuming for application on most systems of chemical relevance.
applicability 
accuracy 
HF 
DFT 
MP2 
CCSD 
CCSD(T) 
1000 atoms 
100 atoms 
10 atoms 
 low                                           average                                           high  
rotational 
spectroscopy 
Kinetic accuracy 
Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the accuracy and applicability of
quantum chemical methods. Adapted from [52].
In this work, the goal is the accurate determination of energies and reac-
tion rate coeﬃcients for radical reactions of amines and similar compounds in
the troposphere. The application of computational methods for the study of
tropospheric oxidation mechanisms was recently reviewed by Vereecken and
Francisco [53]. The barrier height of a reaction enters the expression for the
rate coeﬃcient as an exponential term and the calculation of accurate rate
coeﬃcients is therefore strongly dependent on accurate reaction barriers. As-
suming that the reaction barrier is the dominating error contribution in the
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calculation of rate coeﬃcients, predicting room temperature rate coeﬃcients
accurate to within a factor of ten require energy barriers accurate to within
5.7 kJ/mol and within a factor of two, so called kinetic accuracy, requires the
barrier to be accurate to within 1.7 kJ/mol. It is clear that coupled cluster
theory with large basis sets is absolutely necessary to achieve this accuracy.
When single reference methods are applicable, reaction enthalpies accurate to
within chemical accuracy can be obtained using CCSD(T)/cc-pCVTZ with
all electrons correlated and by using basis set extrapolation [32]. This level
of accuracy is applicable only for relatively small systems, as shown in ﬁg-
ure 2.1. A common simpliﬁcation is to use a cheaper method to optimize
geometries and calculate frequencies, and then improve the energies using
CCSD(T) with large basis sets. It should be noted that transition states
in general are more challenging and high level methods can be necessary to
obtain reliable geometries. Elm et al. [54] recently presented a study on the
applicability of commonly applied quantum chemical methods to predict the
kinetics of oxygenated trace gases with OH radicals. They found that MP2 or
BHandHLYP structures and frequencies in conjunction with CCSD(T)-F12
single point calculations and Bell or Eckart tunneling yielded rate coeﬃcients
accurate within a factor of three, and that M06-2X with Bell or Eckart tun-
neling was capable of predicting rate coeﬃcients accurate within a factor of
10 without any single point energy correction.
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Figure 2.2: The two-dimensional chart of non-relativistic quantum chemistry.
Figure 2.2 shows a two dimensional representation of how both large basis
sets and better treatment of electron correlation is necessary in order to im-
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prove the accuracy of calculations in a systematic manner. In order to fully
exploit the accuracy of correlated methods large basis sets are necessary, and
it has been shown that CCSD(T) calculations do not give more accurate cal-
culations than the best DFT functionals, unless at least a tripple zeta basis
set is used. [55] The multi-reference methods are somewhat more diﬃcult to
place than the single-reference methods, as they do not oﬀer a signiﬁcant
improvement compared with the corresponding single reference method in
the absence of static correlation, but as long as suitable active spaces are
chosen, their performance does not deteriorate when applied to system with
a signiﬁcant multi-reference character [22]. Transition states often have static
correlation and multi-reference methods may be necessary both for geomet-
ries and energies [56]. An advantage of the CASPT2 method is that it can
be applied to relatively large systems, as long as the multi-reference charac-
ter can be suﬃciently described by a small active space, and with the use
of explicitly correlated CASPT2 [57], basis set convergence can be greatly
accelerated.
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Chapter 3
Chemical kinetics
This chapter is about the general principles and theory of chemical kinetics
with emphasis on how reaction rate coeﬃcients for gas phase reactions can
be calculated as a function of pressure and temperature. First the basic
principles of reaction kinetics are introduced, then unimolecular and complex
forming bimolecular reactions are discussed along with the treatment of their
pressure dependence and how simpliﬁed expressions can be obtained for the
high and low pressure limits.
3.1 Fundamental principles
Chemical kinetics deals with the rate of change in a chemical system. For a
general reaction,
aA + bB→ cC + dD (3.1)
where a molecules of A react with b molecules of B to form c and d molecules
of C and D, the rate of the reaction is given by:
r = −1
a
d[A]
dt
= −1
b
d[B]
dt
= 1
c
d[C]
dt
= 1
d
d[D]
dt
(3.2)
The rate of the reaction is generally a function of the reactant concentra-
tions, the product concentrations, temperature and pressure
r = f(T, p, [A], [B], [C], [D]) (3.3)
called the rate law of the reaction, and can often be written as:
r = k(T, p)[A]m[B]n (3.4)
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The proportionality constant, k(T, p), is called the rate coeﬃcient and the
exponents, n andm, are called the order of the reaction with respect to A and
B respectively. The stoichiometric coeﬃcients, a and b from equation 3.1 do
not generally correspond to the reaction order, but do so for elementary
reactions. The rate law describes the macroscopic change in a chemical
system, but in order to predict the rate of chemical reactions, a microscopic
view is necessary.
3.1.1 Reaction mechanisms
A key concept in chemical kinetics is the reaction mechanism. Although the
rate law does not say how the reactions occur at the microscopic level, it is
the consequence of a series of elementary reactions constituting the reaction
mechanism of the overall reaction. An elementary reaction is a single reaction
step without any intermediate and there are three diﬀerent types, ﬁrst the
unimolecular reaction:
A→ P (3.5)
the bimolecular reaction:
A +B→ P (3.6)
and the termolecular reaction:
A +B +C→ P (3.7)
The number of particles in an elementary reaction is called the molecu-
larity of the reaction and it is always equal to the order of the reaction for
an elementary reaction, but not necessarily for other reactions.
3.1.2 Temperature dependence
It is often observed that the the rate coeﬃcient of a reaction increases with
temperature. The most commonly used empirical parametrization of k(T )
was proposed in 1884 by van’t Hoﬀ and is now known as the Arrhenius
equation [58]
k(T ) = Ae −EakBT (3.8)
where A is called the pre-exponential factor, Ea the (Arrhenius) activation
energy and R is the gas constant. A strongly simpliﬁed interpretation of the
Arrhenius equation is that A is the collision frequency of the reactants in the
case of a bimolecular reaction or the vibrational frequency of the dissociating
bond in a unimolecular reaction, Ea corresponds to the minimum amount of
energy required to react and e
−Ea
kBT is the fraction of molecules having enough
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energy to react at a given temperature, T. It should, however, be noted that
the Arrhenius equation is a purely empirical description of the temperature
dependence of reaction rates.
In the Arrhenius equation, both A and Ea are assumed to be independ-
ent of temperature and a plot of ln(k) against 1/T, called an Arrhenius plot,
should give a straight line with slope Ea/R and ln(A) as intercept. Most
reactions follow the Arrhenius equation quite well over limited temperature
ranges, but deviations are not uncommon. Reactions giving curved Arrhe-
nius plots are said to show non-Arrhenius behavior and are often caused by
a change in reaction mechanism between diﬀerent temperature regimes, tun-
neling at low temperatures or the presence of a short lived intermediate. A
diﬀerent equation to describe the temperature dependence of reaction rates
was proposed by Harcourt and Esson
k(T ) = ATm (3.9)
where A and m are empirical parameters. Since the parameters do not have
any intuitive physical interpretation, it is much less used than the Arrhenius
equation, although it often ﬁts the experimental results better [58].
3.2 Unimolecular reactions
The simplest of the elementary reactions is the unimolecular reaction where a
single reactant, A, reacts to form new products, P. The unimolecular reaction
has the rate law:
−d[A]
dt
= kuni[A] (3.10)
where k is the reaction rate coeﬃcient. It is often observed that kuni is a func-
tion of both temperature and pressure. The ﬁrst model to describe the pres-
sure dependence of unimolecular reactions was the Lindemann-Hinshelwood
mechanism where the reaction is assumed to occur through a vibrationally
excited molecule, A*
A + M
k1⇄
k−1
A* + M
A*
k2→ P
(3.11)
where k1 and k−1 are the rate coeﬃcients for activation and deactivation by
collision with another molecule, M. By applying the steady state approxim-
ation for A*, kuni can be expressed as:
kuni = k1k2[M]
k−1[M] + k2 (3.12)
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The Lindemann-Hinshelwood gives a qualitatively correct description of
the observed pressure dependence of unimolecular reactions, although the
predicted fall oﬀ is usually not quantitatively correct. In order to correctly
predict the pressure dependence of a reaction it is necessary to consider the
collisional energy transfer and reaction of the activated molecule at diﬀerent
energies, and the reaction rate can then be written:
∂n(Ei)
∂t
=M∑
j≠i
[kjin(Ej) − kjin(Ei)] − kin(Ei) (3.13)
where n(Ei) is the population at energy level i, ki is the reaction rate coef-
ﬁcient for energy level i, and kij and kji represent collisional energy transfer
from level i to j and from j to i respectively. This equation is the simplest
form of the master equation and its solution, n(Ei), will depend on both
temperature and pressure. In general, the rate of any unimolecular reaction
can then be written as:
k(T, p) = ∫ ∞
0
k(E)n(E;T, p)dE (3.14)
In the high pressure limit, n(E;T, p) corresponds to the Boltzmann dis-
tribution and k is independent of pressure, as predicted by Lindemann-
Hinshelwood theory.
The unimolecular reaction is of great importance in atmospheric chem-
istry, not only because some trace gases react unimolecularly, but also be-
cause the rate of complex forming bimolecular reactions and association reac-
tions are related to the rate of the reverse dissociation through the principle
of detailed balance.
3.3 Complex-forming bimolecular reactions
Most reactions in the atmosphere are simple bimolecular reactions and are
independent of pressure. In addition to these, some bimolecular reactions
occur through a short lived intermediate. These reactions are called complex-
forming bimolecular reactions [59]. Important examples include OH radical
and chlorine atom reactions of oleﬁns, carbonyl compounds and amines. The
mechanism of such reactions can be written as:
A +B k1⇄
k−1
AB∗
k2⇄
k−2
C +D
kM [M]↓↑k−M [M]
AB
(3.15)
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In the above equation AB* represents a short lived excited reaction inter-
mediate that can either decompose to A and B, be stabilized to AB or react
to form the products C and D. Since the kinetics of the reaction is governed
by the competition between the unimolecular dissociation of AB to either A
+ B or C + D and collisional stabilization, the kinetics of complex-forming
bimolecular reactions is closely related to the kinetics of unimolecular reac-
tions.
When the back reaction of C and D can be neglected, the rate law of
reaction 3.15 can be written as:
d[A]
dt
= −k1[A][B] + k−1[AB∗]
d[AB∗]
dt
= k1[A][B] − (k−1 + k2 − kM[M])[AB∗] + k−M[AB][M]
d[AB]
dt
= kM[AB∗][M] − k−M[AB][M]
d[C]
dt
= k2[AB∗]
(3.16)
Assuming that the vibrationally excited complex, AB∗, is in a steady state
and that collisional reactivation can be neglected, the following expression is
obtained for the eﬀective overall rate coeﬃcient.
kobs = k1 k2 + kM[M]
k−1 + k2 + kM[M] (3.17)
From this expression, two limiting cases can be derived:
At very low pressures, the collision frequency is so low that collisional de-
activation can be neglected and the reaction rate is independent of pressure.
k0 = k1 k2
k−1 + k2 (3.18)
Since it is assumed that no collisional stabilization takes place, it should also
not be assumed that the energy is Boltzmann distributed in A* and equation
3.18 should be applied at the microcanonical level.
In the high pressure limit, kM is very much larger than k−1 and k2 and
the formation of the complex becomes the rate determining step, yielding a
pressure independent rate coeﬃcient.
k∞ = k1 (3.19)
Eq. 3.17 bears some similarity to eq. 3.12, but the rate of complex-
forming bimolecular reactions typically shows an S-shaped falloﬀ curve with
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high and low pressure limits as described above, unlike unimolecular and
association reaction that are pressure independent only in the high pres-
sure limit. At intermediate pressures, the rate is pressure dependent and
the transition between the two pressure regimes is described by the master
equation. The following sections describe the principles for how the rate
coeﬃcient can be calculated for the diﬀerent cases.
3.4 From potential energy surfaces to rate
coeﬃcients
Under the assumptions of classical mechanics, the time development of a
system can be calculated when the positions and momenta of all particles as
well as the potential energy function is known. It is therefore, in principle,
possible to calculate how long it takes for a chemical system to react for a
given set of initial conditions. The rate coeﬃcient can then be expressed as
the number of trajectories passing from the reactant space to the product
space per time, divided by the number of trajectories left in the reactant
space.
There are, however, some practical problems: i) The potential energy
surface for a system consisting of N atoms is a 3N dimensional function and
it is very demanding both to calculate the PES and to calculate trajectories
on it, even with relatively cheap methods, for most systems of chemical
relevance. ii) A trajectory represents a single possible initial condition. Any
real chemical system will consist of an enormously large number of particles,
each with its own set of initial conditions, and the number of trajectories
needed to accurately represent a reaction will be prohibitively large. iii) The
world is governed by quantum mechanics, not classical mechanics.
Since the number of trajectories needed to explicitly describe any chemical
system is so enormous, it is clear that only the most probable behavoiur will
be important. The problem may therefore be greatly simpliﬁed through the
use of statistical mechanics. Several theories on how to calculate reaction
rates from statistical mechanics have been proposed, and the most commonly
used of these is transition state theory (TST).
3.5 Transition state theory
For simple bimolecular reactions that do not involve any intermediates and
for unimolecular reactions in the high pressure limit TST is the standard
method for calculating thermal rate coeﬃcients [41,60]. TST was developed
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by Eyring [61], and Evans and Polanyi [62] independently and is based on
the following assumptions:
1. The presence of a dividing surface/critical conﬁguration between the
reactant and the product parts of the phase space
2. That the transition state is in equilibrium with the reactants
3. That the motion through the critical conﬁguration is separable from
the other degrees of freedom in the reaction system
4. That the motion through the critical conﬁguration can be treated using
classical mechanics, i.e. quantum eﬀects are ignored
The expression for the thermal rate coeﬃcient in TST is:
k(T ) = kBT
h
Q‡(T )
QR(T )e
−E0
kBT (3.20)
where Q‡(T ) and QR(T ) represents the partition functions of the transition
state and the reactants respectively and E0 is the barrier height for the
reaction.
The partition functions are obtained by summing over all possible energy
levels, i, of the system:
Q(T ) = ∑
i
gie
−Ei
kBT (3.21)
where gi and Ei are the degeneracy and energy respectively of energy level i.
It is usually assumed that the diﬀerent degrees of freedom are separable
and the partition function is then expressed as a product of the contributions
from electronic, vibrational, rotational and translational degrees of freedom:
Qtot(T ) = Qel(T )Qvib(T )Qrot(T )Qtrs(T ) (3.22)
The translational partition function is calculated assuming that molecular
translational motion is described by a quantum mechanical particle in a box
and is therefore dependent of the molecular mass and the volume of the
system, but it does not require any other information about the molecule.
Qtrs(T ) = (2πMkBT
h2
)
3
2
V (3.23)
The rotational partition function requires only the moments of inertia of
the molecule and is typically calculated assuming 3 separable, one dimen-
sional rotors:
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Qrot(T ) =
√
πIAIBIC
σ
(8π2kBT
h2
)
3
2
(3.24)
In the harmonic approximation, the vibrational partition function is given
by:
Qvib(T ) =∏
i
⎛
⎝
1
1 − e−hνikBT
⎞
⎠ (3.25)
where the product is over all vibrational modes, i, and νi is the vibrational fre-
quencies. Since there are no analytical expression that describes the spacing
of the electronic energy levels of a molecule, explicit summation is necessary
to calculate the exact electronic partition function. However, the electronic
energy levels are so widely spaced that it is often suﬃcient to consider only
the ground state and only rarely is it necessary to include more than the ﬁrst
one or two excited levels.
Qel(T ) = g0 + g1e −E1kBT (3.26)
The accuracy of TST depends strongly on the quality of the molecular para-
meters used, especially the energy barrier, and TST is therefore usually ap-
plied in conjunction with high level quantum chemical methods.
Equation 3.20 can also be expressed in a thermodynamic formulation,
k(T ) = kBT
h
e
Δ‡S
kB e
−Δ‡H
kBT (3.27)
where Δ‡S and Δ‡H represents the standard entropy and enthalpy of activ-
ation respectively. This form allows for easy comparison between TST and
the Arrhenius equation and it is easily seen that the pre-exponential factor
is related to the entropy of the transition state, and that the enthalpy does
not correspond exactly to the activation energy.
3.6 The master equation
An implicit assumption in TST is that the collisional energy relaxation is fast
on the timescale of reaction. This always true in the high pressure limit, but
at intermediate pressures, reactions and relaxation may happen on the same
time scale, and explicit consideration of collisional energy transfer through
the master equation is necessary to predict the reaction rate. The master
equation [63, 64] is a set of coupled diﬀerential equations that describe the
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the time development of the energy levels of a system that may consist of
one or more isomers.
dni(E)
dt
= ω∫ ∞
E0i
P (E ← E′)ni(E′)dE′ − ωni(E)
− M∑
j≠i
kji(E)ni(E) + M∑
j≠i
kij(E)nj(E)
− kPi(E)ni(E) +KeqRikRi(E)ρi(E)e
−βE
Qi(T ) nRnm
− kRi(E)ni(E) (3.28)
The ﬁrst term describes the the population increase in ni(E) through
collisional energy transfer from other energy grains, ni(E′) in the same iso-
mer, ω represents the Lennard-Jones collision frequency and P (E ← E′) is
the probability that a collision results in a a transition from E′ to E. The
second term represents the loss of ni(E) by collisional deactivation. The third
and fourth terms represents reaction between isomers i and j with reaction
rate coeﬃcients kji(E) and kij(E) respectively. The ﬁfth term represents
irreversible loss to products with rate coeﬃcient kPi. The sixth and seventh
term represent the rate oﬀ association of two bimolecular reactants and the
dissociation back to reactants. kRi(E) is the rate coeﬃcient for dissociation
to reactants R, K is the equilibrium constant between isomer i and the re-
actants and Qi(T ) represents the rovibrational partition function for isomer
i.
In this work P (E ← E′)was calculated using an exponential down model
P (E ← E′) = C(E′)e− E′−E⟨ΔEdown⟩ (3.29)
where E′ > E, C(E′) is a normalization constant and ⟨ΔEdown⟩ is the average
energy transferred per collision. The value of ⟨ΔEdown⟩ is typically around RT
(2.4 kJ mol−1 at room temeprature) and is either used as a parameter ﬁtted
to reproduce experimental data or experimental values for similar systems
are used.
The master equation as described in equation 3.28 applies to a system
with a continuos energy distribution. The rovibrational states of a molecule
are not continuos, but their number is so large that it is impossible to treat
them all explicitly. The energy scale is therefore divided into intervals, called
energy grains and a discrete master equation is obtained. The discrete master
equation is often written in matrix form:
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d ∣w⟩
dt
=M ∣w⟩ (3.30)
where ∣w⟩ is the population vector for the energy intervals in isomer i and M
is the matrix describing energy transfer between the grains as well as reaction
between the isomers. The master equation is solved by diagonalizing M and
the solution is written as:
∣w(t)⟩ =UeΛtU−1 ∣w(0)⟩ (3.31)
where ∣w(0)⟩ contains the initial conditions, U is the matrix containing the
eigenvectors ofM and Λ is a vector containing the corresponding eigenvalues.
The majority of the eigenvalues are large and correspond to energy trans-
fer between the energy grains, while the eigenvalues corresponding to reaction
between the isomers are much smaller. As long as the eigenvalues corres-
ponding to chemical reactions are well separated from the other eigenvalues
can phenomenological rate coeﬃcients for reactions between all isomers be
determined using the Bartis-Widom method [65, 66].
3.7 Speciﬁc rate coeﬃcients
To calculate the pressure dependence of thermal rate coeﬃcients it is neces-
sary to calculate the microcanonical or speciﬁc rate coeﬃcients, k(E,J).
The general expression for the thermal rate coeﬃcients is given by [63,64]:
k(E,J) = N(E,J)
hρ(E) (3.32)
N(E,J) represents the number of open reaction channels, or number of states
or reaction channels available at a given energy and angular momentum, and
ρ(E) represents the density of states in the reactant at the same energy. The
denominator, hρ(E), can therefore be interpreted as the lifetime for a single
reaction channel. The theories for the calculation of speciﬁc rate coeﬃcients
diﬀer in the way they calculate the number of available reaction channels.
Figure 3.1 shows the two diﬀerent types of reaction potentials [67]. When
the potential has a well deﬁned maximum along the reaction coordinate, it
is called a Type I potential, the reaction has a tight transition state and the
dependence of k on the angular momentum J is generally weak and often
ignored. When there is no such maximum, the potential is of Type II and
the reaction is said to have a loose transition state and the rate coeﬃcient is
strongly dependent on the angular momentum as well as the energy.
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For the case of a tight transition state the speciﬁc rate coeﬃcients are
usually calculated using Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus theory (RRKM-
theory) [63]. RRKM theory is transition state theory applied to a microca-
nonical ensemble of the reactant molecule. The densities of states are typic-
ally evaluated by ﬁrst calculating the rotational density of states by taking
the inverse Laplace transform of the canonical partition function for the act-
ive rotational degrees of freedom, and then folding the vibrational density of
states into it by using the Beyer-Swinehart algorithm [68].
For loose transition states several methods are available including the
Statistical Adiabatic Channel Model (SACM) [69], Long Range Transition
State Theory (LRTST) [70] and as well as diﬀerent forms of Variational
Transition State Theory (VTST) [41, 60]. In VTST, the transition state is
optimized variationally by minimizing the rate coeﬃcient. This can be done
either at the canonical or the microcanonical level. LRTST is a limiting case
of RRKM/TST where degrees of freedom for the transition state are taken
to be like in the separated fragments, and the rate is then governed by long
range electro static interactions and angular momentum conservation. This
is usually a good approximation for reactions at low temperatures and for
ion-molecule reactions, but less reliable at higher temperatures and shorter
ranged potentials. The SACM model is in principle fundamentally diﬀerent
from methods based on TST as it does not make any reference to a transition
state, instead the number of available adiabatic reaction channels are coun-
ted. SACM is also a quantum mechanical theory, whereas the other models
are based on classical mechanics. In practice, however, much of the same
formalism is used in both RRKM and SACM [63]
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Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the two types of reaction potentials.
Left: Type 1 which corresponds to a tight transition state, Right: Type 2
which corresponds to a loose transition state.
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3.7.1 Inverse Laplace transform
An alternative to the statistical rate theories is the use of the inverse Laplace
transform (ILT) for calculating microcanonical rate coeﬃcients [71] from ca-
nonical rate coeﬃcients. Since the canonical rate coeﬃcient can be written
as a Laplace transform of the microcanonical rate coeﬃcient,
k(T ) = ∫
∞
0 k(E)ρR(E)e −EkBT dE
QR(T ) (3.33)
it follows that when k(T ) can be represented by a modiﬁed Arrhenius ex-
pression:
k(T ) = A( T
T0
)n e −EakBT (3.34)
the microcanonical rate coeﬃcients are given by:
k(E) = A(kBT0)−n
ρR(E) L
−1 [QR(T )e −EakBT ] (3.35)
For a unimolecular reaction Equation 3.35 becomes:
k(E) = A(kBT0)−n
ρR(E)Γ(n) ∫
∞
0
ρR(E − τ)(τ −Ea)n−1u(τ −Ea)dτ (3.36)
while for bimolecular reactions, the translational degrees of freedom must
also be included:
k(E) = A(kBT )−n
ρR(E)Γ(n + 1.5) (
2πμ
h2
)
3
2 ∫ ∞
0
ρR(E − τ)
× (τ −Ea −ΔU0K)n+0.5u(τ −Ea −ΔU0K)dτ
(3.37)
The ILT technique is in principle applicable for any reaction which can
be accurately described by a modiﬁed Arrhenius expression, but it is partic-
ularly useful for barrier-less association reactions as k(E) can be calculated
from high pressure experimental data or simple capture rate expressions like
LRTST. It should be noted that the method is only exact as long as k(T ) is
valid over the entire temperature range, and that the quality of the calculated
k(E)s depend strongly on the quality of the Arrhenius parameters.
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3.8 Kinetic isotope eﬀects
The observed ratio in the reaction rate of two isotopologues is called the
kinetic isotope eﬀect (KIE) and is expressed as the ration of the reaction
rate coeﬃcients of the two isotopologues:
KIE = klight
kheavy
(3.38)
where klight and kheavy represent the rate coeﬃcient of the light and heavier
isotopologue respectively. A KIE larger than one is called a normal KIE and
KIE smaller than one is then an inverse KIE.
Diﬀerent reaction mechanisms give rise to diﬀerent KIEs and they are
therefore a useful tool to gain insight in to the mechanism of a reaction [72].
The KIE is usually larger when the reaction involves the substituted atom.
The electronic potential energy surface of the reaction is not inﬂuenced by
isotopic substitution, but the zero point vibrational energy changes and a
heavier isotopologue will therefore have a lower vibrational energy.
For direct abstraction reactions the bond being broken is often signiﬁc-
antly weakened in the transition state and the diﬀerence in zero point energy
will therefore be smaller in the transition state than in the reactants. If the
bond being broken includes the substituted atom, the energy barrier will be
larger for the heavier isotopologue, resulting in a lower reaction rate than
for the lighter one. The largest KIEs are often observed for direct hydro-
gen abstractions, with KIE larger than 3 being common. KIE larger than
7 have been observed and is a clear indicator of tunneling. If the reaction
proceeds through a pre-reaction adduct and with a submerged barrier, both
the capture step and the abstraction step will inﬂuence the reaction rate.
Since the KIE for the capture step is close to unity and the reaction rate is
less sensitive to changes in the zero point energy, smaller KIEs are observed
than for direct abstractions. For association reactions, the diﬀerence in zero
point energy plays a less important role and the KIE is also inﬂuenced by
the the competition between back reaction and collisional stabilization of
the adduct. The KIEs for addition reactions are smaller than for abstraction
reactions and it is sometimes observed that the heavier isotopologue reacts
faster.
Since all processes have a characteristic KIE, atmospheric trace gases
may be enriched or depleted in certain isotopes. If the KIEs for the potential
sources and sinks of a trace gas are well characterized, it is possible to trace
its source and estimate the relative importance of the diﬀerent sinks, making
isotope analysis a highly useful tool in atmospheric science.
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Chapter 4
Experimental methods
In this chapter, the experimental techniques used in the study are presented.
The following experiments have been performed:
• The OH radical reaction of N-methyl formamide andN,N -dimethylformamide
have been studied using the laser-induced ﬂuorescence technique (LIF).
Rate coeﬃcients for the reactions have been measured as a function of
temperature and pressure with helium as bath gas. The experiments
were performed in the group of Professor Matthias Olzmann at Karls-
ruhe Institute of Technology.
• Kinetic isotope eﬀects for the OH radical reaction of hydrogen cyan-
ide have been measured using the relative rate technique using FTIR
detection. The experiments were performed in the IR spectroscopy
laboratory at the University of Oslo.
4.1 Laser-induced ﬂuorescence
The laser induced ﬂuorescence technique is based on using a laser to generate
ﬂuorescence in a radical species and by monitoring the decay of this ﬂuores-
cence signal the decay of the radical species can be determined. In this work,
LIF has used along with ﬂash photolysis of a radical precursor to generate
OH radicals, which were then monitored using LIF.
4.1.1 Principles
Fluorescence is the spontaneous, spin allowed emission from a speciﬁc rovi-
brational state of an excited electronic state to a lower electronic state. In
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Figure 4.1: Simpliﬁed two-level system used to describe the principles of
laser-induced ﬂuorescence.
the laser induced ﬂuorescence (LIF) technique the monitored radical is elec-
tronically excited using a laser and the ﬂuorescence signal is detected. If the
emitted radiation is at the same wavelength as the absorption it is called
resonant LIF. In non-resonant LIF the emission is red shifted relative to the
absorbed light. It is generally more practical to do non-resonant LIF as stray
light from the excitation laser can then easily be ﬁltered out.
The principles of LIF can be explained using a simpliﬁed two-level system
as shown in Figure 4.1.
A21 is the Einstein coeﬃcient of spontaneous emission, Q21 is the pseudo-
ﬁrst-order rate coeﬃcient of radiation-less loss processes, b12 and b21 are the
pseudo-ﬁrst-order rate coeﬃcients for the absorption and induced emission
and are related to the corresponding Einstein coeﬃcients, Bij through
bij = BijIν (4.1)
where Iν denotes the intensity of the incoming laser light. The population
numbers of two states, N1 and N2 can then be described by:
dN2
dt
= −dN2
dt
= N1b12 −N2(b21 +A21 +Q21) (4.2)
Assuming that all molecules are in the ground state before the excitation
laser pulse the ﬂuorescence intensity can be expressed as:
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F ∝ N1(t = 0) A21B21
B12 +B21
1
1 + IsatIν (4.3)
where Isat is a characteristic spectral intensity, deﬁned from the ratio of
spontaneous to induced processes:
Isat = A21 +Q21
B12 +B21 (4.4)
Two limiting cases can be derived, for Iν ≪ Isat:
F ∝ N1(t = 0) A21B21
B12 +B21
Iν
Isat
(4.5)
and for Iν ≫ Isat:
F ∝ N1(t = 0) A21B21
B12 +B21 (4.6)
It is clear from equation 4.6 that a high laser intensity is desirable as
the ﬂuorescence signal will then be unaﬀected by ﬂuctuations in the laser
intensity. It should be noted that this simpliﬁed model is insuﬃcient to
describe absolute intensities, but as all measurements in this work was done
under pseudo-ﬁrst-order, only the ratio of intensities I(t)/I(0) is needed to
describe the kinetics of the systems.
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4.1.2 Experimental setup
The experiments were performed in a coolable quasi-static reactor shown in
Figure 4.2 [73]. The reaction cell is T shaped, has an inner volume of 640 cm3
and is enclosed in a steel mantel that can be evacuated to prevent condens-
ation of water vapour on the windows and to improve thermal insulation.
The beams of the photolysis and excitation lasers run antiparallel coaxially
through the cell and the ﬂuorescence signal is measured orthogonally to the
laser beams using a photomultiplier (PMT, Hamamatsu).
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the experimental setup used in the
absolute rate measurements.
An excimer laser (Coherent CompexPro 102) operated with KrF at 248
nm was used as the photolysis laser and the OH radicals were excited us-
ing a frequency doubled Nd:YAG (Continuum Powerlite 7010) pumped dye
laser (Lambda Physik FL3002) operating with Rhodamine 6G and frequency
doubled to 281.9 nm.
The mixtures of the OH precursors, t-BuOOH and acetyl acetone, were
prepared and stored as diluted mixtures in helium in stainless steel gas cyl-
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inders. The reactant amide was brought into the gas phase by letting helium
ﬂow through a gas wash bottle ﬁlled with the relevant amide. The saturated
gas mixture was then mixed with the precursor and bath gas through calib-
rated mass ﬂow controllers. Concentrations of the diﬀerent amides were then
calculated from their respective vapour pressures.
The gas ﬂow was regulated to be fast enough to prevent a buildup of
reaction products in the reaction/detection zone, but still slow enough not
to compete with the loss reactions of the OH radical.
In the experiments, the decay of OH radicals in a large excess of the
reactant amide is measured. All measurements were done under ﬁrst order
conditions and the OH signal then decays exponentially with a pseudo-ﬁrst-
order rate coeﬃcient k′.
I
I0
= e−k′t (4.7)
By measuring k′ at diﬀerent concentrations of the reactant amide, under
otherwise identical conditions, the bimolecular rate coeﬃcient can be extrac-
ted as the slope of k′ plotted against the reactant concentration. This process
is then repeated at diﬀerent temperatures and pressures to give k(T, p).
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4.2 Relative rate measurements
The kinetic isotope eﬀects for the OH radical reaction of HCN were measured
using the relative rate technique. This is a conceptually very simple technique
that is widely used to determine the rate coeﬃcient of bimolecular reactions
relative to already known reaction rates.
4.2.1 Principles
For two competing reactions of A and B with a third species X:
A +X kA→ P (4.8)
B +X kB→ P (4.9)
As long as the reactants A and B only react with the same reactant X
and that none of them are regenerated, it can be shown that the relative
rate, kA/kB is given by:
ln
[A0]
[At] =
kA
kB
ln
[B0]
[Bt] (4.10)
where [A0], [At], [B0] and [Bt] represent the concentrations of A and B at
times equal 0 and t respectively. In the experiments, A and B represented
the lighter and heavier isotopologue of HCN respectively.
The relative rate technique is only applicable when accurate rate coeﬃ-
cients for the reference reaction are available. In the case of kinetic isotope
eﬀects it is the relative rate itself that is determined and the method is there-
fore particularly suited for this.
4.2.2 Experimental setup
The experiments were performed in a 250 L electropolished stainless steel
reaction cell equipped with a White type mirror system with a 120 m optical
path length for ro-vibrationally resolved FTIR spectroscopy. The reaction
cell is equipped with UV lamps mounted in a quartz tube inside the cell.
All experiments were carried out in 1013 ± 20 hPa synthetic air (AGA) at
298±2 K. The infrared spectra were recorded with a Bruker IFS 66v/S FTIR
spectrometer equipped with an InSb detector cooled with liquid nitrogen.
Hydroxyl radicals were generated by photolysis of ozone in the presence
of hydrogen using a Phillips TUV 30W lamp (λmax∼ 254nm):
O3 + hν → O(1D) +O2 (4.11)
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Figure 4.3: Schematic representation of the reaction cell used for the relative
rate measurements.
O(1D) +H2 → OH +H (4.12)
H +O3 → OH +O2 (4.13)
H +O2 +M→ HO2 +M (4.14)
HO2 +O3 → OH + 2O2 (4.15)
HO2 +HO2 → H2O2 +O2 (4.16)
H2O2+hν → 2OH (4.17)
OH +H2 → H +H2O (4.18)
OH +O3 → HO2 +O2 (4.19)
OH +H2O2 → HO2 +H2O (4.20)
OH +HO2 → H2O +O2 (4.21)
This method generates OH radicals not only in the ground state, but also
in excited vibrational states [74–76]. However, the mixing ratios of O2 and
N2 are ﬁve orders of magnitude larger than those of the HCN isotopologues
and it can safely be assumed that these react exclusively with OH in the
vibrational ground state.
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Chapter 5
Results and discussion
This chapter summarizes experimental and calculated results that are given
in the attached papers. In addition some unpublished results are discussed.
5.1 The OH radical reactions of amines
Paper I: Onel, L.; Thonger, L.; Blitz, M. A.; Seakins, P. W.; Bunkan, A. J.
C.; Solimannejad, M.; Nielsen, C. J. Gas-Phase Reactions of OH with Methyl
Amines in the Presence or Absence of Molecular Oxygen. An Experimental
and Theoretical Study. The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2013, 117,
10736-10745.
This paper presents a computational and experimental study of the OH rad-
ical reaction of methylamine (MA), dimethylamine (DMA), trimethylamine
(TMA) and ethylamine (EA). The work was performed in collaboration with
the group of Professor Paul Seakins at the University of Leeds and all exper-
iments were conducted by them.
Several authors have studied these reactions, both experimentally [14,17,
77–82], and by computational methods [83, 84]. The reactions are very fast,
show negative temperature dependencies and no pressure dependence, and
the atmospheric lifetimes of the amines with respect to reaction with OH
radicals will be less than one day.
The OH radical reactions of MA, DMA, TMA and EA were studied with
quantum chemical methods and statistical rate theory. Stationary points
on the potential energy surfaces were characterized with MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ
calculations and the energies of the stationary points were improved with
CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ and CCSD(T) with basis set extrapolation
with the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ basis sets. The results of the cal-
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culations are shown in Figure 5.1. The potential energy surfaces for all reac-
tions show relatively stable pre-reaction complexes and submerged barriers
for the hydrogen abstraction reactions. The overall kinetics of the amine
OH reactions may therefore be inﬂuenced by both the formation of the pre-
reaction complexes and the tight transition states for the hydrogen abstrac-
tion reactions. Rate coeﬃcients were calculated using a two transition state
model [85], assuming no collisional relaxation of the pre-reaction complexes.
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Figure 5.1: Stationary points on the potential energy surfaces of the OH
radical reactions of the methyl amines and ethylamine. The results are from
CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations.
The calculated rate coeﬃcients are shown in Figure 5.2 along with ex-
perimental values from the University of Leeds as well as values from the
literature. The agreement between the calculated and experimental rate
coeﬃcients is very good, with the largest deviations being smaller than a
factor of two. The calculated branching ratios, shown in Table 5.1, diﬀer
signiﬁcantly from both experimental values and from previous theoretical
studies. In order to examine the reason for this discrepancy, the sensitivity
of the calculated branching ratios to the barrier heights was tested by shift-
ing the energy barriers of the diﬀerent reaction paths for MA by 4 kJ/mol in
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Table 5.1: Available branching ratios(/%C-H abstraction) for methyl amines
+ OH reactions
MA DMA EA
Calculateda 47 22 18 This work
Calculatedb 74 - - Tian et al. [84]
Calculatedc 80 48 98 Galano & Alvarez-Idaboy [83]
FTIRd - 63 ±5 - Lindley et al. [86]
PTR-ToF-MSe 75 ±5 58 ±5 81 ±1 Nielsen et al. [14]
LIFf 76 ± 8 59 ±7 49 ±6 Onel et al. [82]
aCCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, microcanonical steady-state TST
bCCSD(T)/6-311++G(2d,2p)//CCSD/6-31G(d), VTST with small curvature tunneling
cCCSD(T)/6-311++G(2d,2p)//BHandHLYP/6-311++G(2d,2p),VTST
dEnd product analysis with Long path FTIR in smog chamber
eEnd product analysis with PTR-ToF-MS in smog chamber
fLaser-induced ﬂuorescence of radical intermediates
opposite directions. By raising the barrier to C-H abstraction while lowering
the barrier to N-H abstraction by 4 kJ mol−1, a branching ratio of 9C : 91N
and a rate coeﬃcient of 4.9 × 10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 were predicted, while
the reverse adjustment resulted in a branching ratio of 89C : 11N and a rate
coeﬃcient of 3.7 × 10−11 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. It should also be noted that
all barriers are below the entrance energy and collisional stabilization is not
included, tunneling is also excluded from the model, which might contribute
to the underestimation of the C-H abstraction channels.
The good agreement between the calculated and experimental reaction
rates is to a certain extent caused by the submerged barriers, which makes
the overall rate coeﬃcients less sensitive to variations in the barrier heights.
The same is not the case for the calculated branching ratios as even minor
changes in the barrier height causes large changes. It seems clear that the
sensitivity of the branching ratios to the calculated barriers is so strong that
the calculation of accurate values is beyond the current level of accuracy for
standard quantum chemical methods.
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Figure 5.2: Calculated and experimental rate coeﬃcients for the reaction of
OH radicals with (a) methylamine, (b) dimethylamine, (c) trimethylamine
and (d) ethylamine. Symbols: black ∎, OH, N2 bath gas; red ▲, OD, N2
bath gas; red •, OH, N2/O2 bath gas; green ▲, OD, N2/O2 bath gas; blue
▼, OD, He bath gas; pink ▼, data of Carl and Crowley at 298 K [79].
Full line, Harcourt-Esson ﬁt to experimental data from this work; dotted
line, parametrized data from Atkinson et al. [77,78]; dashed line, theoretical
prediction.
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5.2 The chlorine atom reactions of amines
Paper II: Nicovich, J. M.; Mazumder, S; Laine, P. L.: Wine, P. H.; Tang,
Y.; Bunkan, A. J. C.; Nielsen, C. J. An experimental and theoretical study of
the gas phase kinetics of atomic chlorine reactions with CH3NH2, (CH3)2NH,
and (CH3)3N. Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics 2014. Submitted
In the previous section we saw that the OH radical reactions of small aliphatic
amines are very fast, indicating that OH radicals constitute their main sink
and that the atmospheric residence times are only a few hours. If the chlor-
ine atom reactions are fast enough, they may be of importance in areas of
high chlorine concentrations and it is therefore important to know also the
branching ratios. This paper presents an experimental and theoretical study
of the chlorine atom reactions of MA, DMA and TMA. The work was done
in cooperation with Professor Paul Wine and co-workers at Georgia Institute
of Technology. All experiments were performed by them.
The reactions were studied using similar methods as for the OH reactions.
Geometries and frequencies of the stationary points on the potential energy
surfaces were calculated using MP2/cc-pVTZ and the energies were improved
with CCSD(T)-F12a calculations. Figure 5.3 shows the results of the calcu-
lations. The potential energy surfaces are characterized by very strongly
bound pre reaction adducts and submerged barriers. The strongly bound
adducts are caused by an interaction between the lone pair on nitrogen and
the radical orbital of the chlorine atom, forming a two-center three-electron
bond [87].
Rate coeﬃcients for the reactions were calculated based on the potential
energy surfaces shown in Figure 5.3 by assuming a microcanonical steady
state and no collisional stabilization for the pre-reaction complexes. The res-
ults are in excellent agreement with the values measured at Georgia Tech.
The reactions are independent of temperature and pressure, and extremely
fast with rates even exceeding the predicted hard sphere collision rate. The
reason for this is thought to be the long range two-center three-electron in-
teraction of the nitrogen lone pair with the Cl atom to form the exceptionally
strongly bound pre reaction adducts as shown in ﬁgure 5.3 and that the bar-
riers to hydrogen abstraction are so low that they have very little inﬂuence
on the overall reaction rate.
The branching ratios were calculated to 9C:91N and 0C:100N for MA
and DMA respectively. The branching ratio for MA was also measured to be
48C:52N (no experimental uncertainty given) by Rudic et al. [88], who also
studied the reaction with G2//MP2/6-311G(d,p). The calculated potential
energy surface in this work is in good agreement with the results from Rudic
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Figure 5.3: Stationary points on the potential energy surfaces of the chlor-
ine atom reactions of the methyl amines. The results are from CCSD(T)-
F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations.
et al., but the calculated and experimental branching ratios diﬀer somewhat.
However, since the translational energy in the experiments was around 2000
cm−1, corresponding to a translational temperature of ≈ 2900 K and the cal-
culated C-H abstraction yield increases from 9% at 298 K to 22% at 600 K,
the calculations and the experiments may still be in reasonable agreement
with each other. The sensitivity of the calculated room temperature branch-
ing ratios to the barrier heights was tested as for the OH reactions by shifting
the barriers by 4 kJ/mol in opposite directions. Raising the barriers for C-
abstraction and lowering the barrier for N-abstraction in MA gave 1C:99N,
while the opposite change resulted in 40C:60N. The maximum change in the
overall rate coeﬃcient was 7%. For DMA, the shift in barrier heights resulted
in no change in the calculated branching ratio and only 1% change in the
overall reaction rate. It should be noted that since the model assumes no
collisional stabilization and that all transition states are below the entrance
energy, no tunneling is included in the model. This is unlikely to be of any
importance for the overall reaction rate, but it could inﬂuence the relative
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yield of the C-H abstraction channels. The eﬀect should, however, be much
smaller that that of the shift in the barrier heights.
The calculations indicate that the N-H abstraction reactions play a larger
role in the chlorine atom reactions than in the OH radical reactions, although
the calculated branching ratio for the MA reaction does have a large uncer-
tainty and the calculations seem to overestimate the importance of the N-H
abstraction channels for both chlorine atom and OH radical reactions. For
DMA, N-H abstraction seems to be the dominating reaction path, even when
allowing for a signiﬁcant uncertainty in the calculated barriers.
Based on the quantum chemical results and the kinetic data, it seems
clear that reaction with chlorine atoms may constitute an important sink of
amines in some marine areas, especially for MA for which the chlorine atom
reaction is almost 20 times faster than the corresponding OH radical reaction.
An important consequence of this is that a larger fraction will react through
N-H abstraction, leading to a larger potential for nitramine and nitrosamine
formation than expected from considering only the OH radical reaction.
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5.3 The OH radical reactions of amides
Paper III: Bunkan, A. J. C; Hetzler, J; Mikoviny, T; Wisthaler, A; Nielsen,
C. J.; Olzmann, M. Experimental and theoretical study of the OH radical re-
actions with N-methylformamide and N,N -dimethylformamide. Manuscript
in preparation
This section presents a kinetic and mechanistic study of the OH radical re-
actions of N -methylformamide (MF) and N,N -dimethylformamide (DMF).
Amides have been identiﬁed as major photo-oxidation products of all amines
studied [11], and MF and DMF have been reported as major degradation
products of dimethylamine and trimethylamine respectively. Barnes et al.
[16] have presented a review on the atmospheric chemistry of amides and
proposed mechanisms for their atmospheric degradation.
The OH radical reactions of MF and DMF were studied using experi-
mental and theoretical methods. Figure 5.4 shows stationary points on the
potential energy surfaces calculated with CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//
MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ. The potential energy surfaces show the same charac-
teristics as for the corresponding amine reactions with relatively stable pre
reaction adducts and submerged barriers for hydrogen abstraction.
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Figure 5.4: Stationary points on the potential energy surfaces of the OH rad-
ical reactions of the N-methylformamide and N,N-dimethylformamide. The
results are from CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calcu-
lations.
Rate coeﬃcients for the OH radical reactions of MF and DMF were meas-
ured with laser-induced ﬂuorescence in a slow ﬂow system as a function of
temperature from 260 K to 295 K at diﬀerent pressures. Both reactions show
negative temperature dependencies and the reaction of DMF shows no pres-
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Figure 5.5: Temperature dependence of the measured reaction rate coeﬃ-
cients for MF + OH. •: This work in 600 mbar helium,▼: Borduas et al. in
1000 mbar air, [89], ∎: Solignac et al. in 1000 mbar air, Ref [90]. The full
curve represents an Arrhenius ﬁt, the dashed line the predicted rate coeﬃ-
cient from master equation calculations based on the CCSD(T)-F12a//MP2
calculations and the dotted line represents the calculated rate coeﬃcient with
the barrier heights adjusted to best reproduce the experimental values.
sure dependence but a very weak positive pressure dependence is observed
for MF.
In order to examine why this weak pressure dependence is observed for
MF but not for DMF, the kinetics of the reactions were modeled using a mas-
ter equation model as implemented in MESMER [91]. The calculations in-
dicate a very small positive pressure dependence for both reactions, although
signiﬁcantly larger for MF than for DMF. The calculated rate coeﬃcients are
somewhat larger than the observed values, but excellent agreement can be
achieved with only moderate adjustment of the reaction barriers. The results
for MF and DMF are shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively.
Based on the measured rate coeﬃcients and assuming [OH]24h=106 mo-
lecule cm−3, the atmospheric lifetimes of MF and DMF with respect to reac-
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Figure 5.6: Temperature dependence of the measured reaction rate coeﬃ-
cients for DMF + OH. •: This work at 100 mbar in helium, ∎: Solignac et
al. in 1000 mbar air, Ref [90]. The full curve represent an Arrhenius ﬁt, the
dashed line the predicted rate coeﬃcient from master equation calculations
based on the CCSD(T)-F12a//MP2 calculations and the dotted line repres-
ents the calculated rate coeﬃcient with the barrier heights adjusted to best
reproduce the experimental values.
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Table 5.2: Available kinetic data for alkyl amide + OH reactionsa
Amide k(298K)/10−12cm3s−1 Ea / kJ mol−1 Reference
Formamide 4.44±0.46 [89]
N -methylformamide 5.7±1.7 -4.6 This work
8.6±2.4 [90]
10.6 ±0.6 [89]
N,N -dimethylformamide 14±3 [90]
8.5±2.6 -6.6 This work
Acetamide 3.5±1.0 [16]
0.8±0.4 [89]
N -methylacetamide 11±3 [16]
5.2 -4.1 [92]
5.42±0.19 [89]
N,N -dimethylacetamide 13.6 -5.2 [92]
19±3 [90]
Propanamide 1.78 ±0.43 [89]
N -methylpropanamide 7.6 -3.3 [92]
N,N -dimethylpropanamide 20.7 -4.3 [92]
aUncertainties given by the autors
tion with OH radicals are expected to be 1 1/2 to 2 days. Since the amides
react slower than amines with OH radicals and have higher dipole moments,
they may deposit on water droplets and particles to a larger extent than the
amines.
Table 5.2 shows the available kinetic data for alkylamide + OH reactions.
The rate coeﬃcients from this work ﬁt nicely in with the trend that the larger
amides react faster than the smaller ones and that the activation energy
increases with length of the alkyl chain and decreases with the number of
methyl groups. The values from this work are also somewhat lower than
the values reported by Solignac et al. [90], but within the combined error
bars. Somewhat more surprising is the fact that the relative measurements
(Solignac et al. [90], Barnes et al. [16], and Borduas et al. [89]) systematically
give higher rate coeﬃcients than the absolute measurements (This work and
Koch et al. [92]). A possible explanation for this discrepancy is the diﬀerent
nature of the experiments. In the relative measurements, the removal rate of
the amide is measured relative to a reference with a known rate coeﬃcient
and any additional process that removes the amide will give a higher observed
reaction rate unless the extra loss is corrected for, as done by both Solignac et
al. and Barnes et al., but not by Borduas et al. In addition, any systematic
error in the reference reaction rate, will inﬂuence the result, unless two or
more references are used, as done by Solignac et al. and Barnes et al. In
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the ﬂow experiments, the measured quantity is the loss rate of OH radicals
to reaction under pseudo ﬁrst order conditions, so a process that removes
reactant amide will make the observed reaction rate lower than the actual
rate.
The products of the photooxidation of MF and DMF were detected by
proton-transfer-reaction time-of-ﬂight mass spectrometry (PTR-ToF-MS) in
a series of experiments by Armin Wisthaler. Based on the observed product
time proﬁles, the quantum chemical calculations and master equation mod-
eling of the initial reactions and hot reaction intermediates, photo-oxidation
mechanisms are proposed.
Figure 5.7 shows the major pathways in the atmospheric photo-oxidation
of MF. The dominant product observed in the product study is methyl isocy-
anate and minor products includeN-formylformamide and N -methylnitramine.
In addition methanimine was observed in traces. Barnes et al. reported
methyl isocyanate and N-formylformamide as major products in the MF
photooxidation, but since calibrated reference spectra were not available, ac-
curate product yields were not determined. Based on reactivity trends, they
suggested that 50% of the reaction proceed through hydrogen abstraction
from the methyl group. Borduas et al. studied the reaction under NOx-
free conditions and report methyl isocyanate as the major product with a
yield of 36-40%, and only trace amounts of N-formylformamide. In addition
they observed 15% formamide, but state that the how it is formed remains
unclear.
Figure 5.8 shows the major pathways in the DMF photooxidation. The
observed main products are CH3N(CHO)2, (CH3)2NC(O)OONO2 and N,N -
dimethylnitramine. In addition, N -methylmethanimine and N,N -dimethyl-
nitrosamine are observed as minor products. Barnes et al. reported CH3N(CHO)2
as the major product in the photo-oxidation of DMF, with unquantiﬁed
amounts of (CH3)2NC(O)OONO2 as a minor product and no mention of any
imines, nitramines or nitrosamines. Since these compounds are formed in
small amounts, depending on the NOx concentration, it is likely that they
were formed in the experiments, but never reached the detection limit of the
FTIR spectrometer.
Based on the product study, it is clear that both MF and DMF give
rise to several harmful products and may have an even higher potential for
nitramine and nitrosamine formation than the corresponding amines.
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5.4 The atmospheric chemistry of methan-
imine
Paper IV: Bunkan, A. J. C.; Tang, Y. and Sellev˚ag, S. R. and Nielsen, C. J.
Atmospheric Gas Phase Chemistry of CH2=NH and HNC. A First-Principles
Approach. The Journal of Physical Chemistry A 2014, 118, 5279-5288.
Methanimine has been reported to constitute 90 % of the primary degrad-
ation products in the photo-oxidation of methylamine [14], but despite its
obvious importance, virtually nothing is known about its atmospheric chem-
istry. This paper presents a computational study of the atmospheric reactions
of methanimine and its degradation products.
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Figure 5.9: Stationary points on the potential energy surface of the
OH radical reaction of methanimine. Results from CCSD(T)/cc-
pV(TQ)Z//CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculations.
The reaction of methanimine with OH radicals has been studied with
high level computational methods. Stationary points on the potential energy
surface, shown in Figure 5.9, were characterized by CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ cal-
culations and the single point energies of the stationary points were improved
with CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ calculations and basis set extrapolation. The po-
tential energy surface has many similarities to those of the corresponding
amine and amide reactions with a stable pre-reaction adduct and low bar-
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riers for hydrogen abstraction. Unlike the amines and amides, which have
barriers signiﬁcantly below zero, the barriers for hydrogen abstraction from
methanimine are all close to zero and there is also an addition route that
may be important.
The T1 diagnostic [33] values for the saddle points are in the range 0.035
to 0.040, indicating that they may have signiﬁcant multi-reference character.
The reactions were therefore also studied by using CASPT2 in diﬀerent basis
sets and an active space consisting of the minimum set of orbitals necessary
to describe the reaction, 3 electrons in 3 orbitals for the addition channel
and 5 electrons in 5 orbitals for the hydrogen abstraction reactions. In addi-
tion, larger active spaces were also studied. The CASSCF calculations give
occupation numbers of around 1.975 for the bonds being formed and broken
in the hydrogen abstractions and 1.90 for the addition reactions. The res-
ults from the CCSD(T) and the CASPT2 calculations are very similar, and
the barrier heights resulting from CCSD(T)/cc-pV(TQ)Z calculations based
on the CASPT2 and CCSD(T) geometries are in excellent agreement. It is
therefore reasonable to assume that the potential multi-reference character
of the saddle points does not seriously aﬀect the coupled cluster results.
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Figure 5.10: Calculated rate coeﬃcients for the individual reaction paths as
well as the overall rate of the CH2NH + OH reaction at 1 bar.
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Rate coeﬃcients and branching ratios for the CH2NH + OH reaction were
calculated by using a master equation model as implemented in MESMER
[91].
CH2=NHCH2=N
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CHONH2HNCO
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O2 O2
O2 1,3-H
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< 20%
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> 90% < 10%
Figure 5.11: Simpliﬁed mechanism for atmospheric photo-oxidation of meth-
animine.
The calculated rate coeﬃcient as well as contributions from the individual
reaction channels are shown in Figure 5.10. The reaction is predicted to be
signiﬁcantly slower than the corresponding amine reaction and the domin-
ating reaction paths are the formation of CH2N and trans HCNH, with cis
HCNH and HOCH2NH as minor products. CH2N, cis HCNH and trans
HCNH are all expected to react with O2 in the atmosphere giving HCN and
possibly also minor amounts of HNC, while HOCH2NH is expected to form
formamide. Based on the calculated branching ratios, a simpliﬁed degrada-
tion scheme for the atmospheric photo-oxidation of methanimine is proposed,
as shown in Figure 5.11.
HNC + OH
The OH radical reaction of HNC was studied at the same level of theory as
for methanimine. The reaction proceeds through a highly energized interme-
diate, HNCOH, that can react further by direct hydrogen atom loss, as shown
in Figure 5.12, while the barrier to hydrogen abstraction is too high to be of
any importance in the atmosphere. Master equation modeling reveals that
the reaction is very fast, independent of pressure and that the dominating
product is isocyanic acid. It has been suggested that if HNC is a product of
methylamine photo-oxidation and it reacts through hydrogen abstraction to
form the cyano radical, it might result in the formation of N2O [12]. Since
the quantum chemical calculations unambiguously show that neither HCN
nor HNC react to form the cyano radical, it can be concluded that N2O is
not a product of methylamine photo-oxidation.
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5.5 The OH radical reaction of nitramines
Paper V:Maguta, M. M.; Aursnes, M. Bunkan, A. J. C.; Edelen, K.; Mikov-
iny, T; and Nielsen, C. J.; Stenstrøm, Y; Tang, Y; Wisthaler, A. Atmospheric
Fate of Nitramines: An Experimental and Theoretical Study of the OH Reac-
tions with CH3NHNO2 and (CH3)2NNO2. The Journal of Physical Chemistry
A 2014 118 (19), 3450-3462.
This paper presents an experimental and theoretical study of the kinetics
and mechanisms of the OH radical reactions of N -methylnitramine and N,N -
dimethylnitramine. The FTIR experiments were performed by Mihayo Mus-
abila Maguta and are included in his PhD thesis. PTR-ToF-MS experiments
were done by Armin Wisthaler.
N -methylnitramine and N,N -dimethylnitramine are formed as minor products
in the photo-oxidation of methylamine and dimethylamine respectively, but
not much is known about their atmospheric chemistry. There is only one pre-
vious study of the OH radical reaction of N,N -dimethylnitramine [18]. The
reactions proceed through hydrogen abstraction, mainly from the methyl
groups, and are signiﬁcantly slower than the corresponding amine reactions.
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Figure 5.13: Major reaction pathways in the atmospheric photo-oxidation
of N -methylnitramine. Reaction enthalpies from G4 calculations are given.
The numbers in parenthesis are for the corresponding amine reactions.
Figure 5.13 shows the main routes in the atmospheric photo-oxidation of
N -methylnitramine. Based on the quantum chemical calculations, it is clear
that hydrogen abstraction from the methyl group is the dominating reaction
pathway. The resulting radical, CH2NHNO2 is formed with a considerable
amount of internal energy and its fate is governed by competition between
unimolecular dissociation and collisional stabilization followed by bimolecular
reaction with O2 to form a peroxy radical. The competition between the two
processes was examined using a master equation model. The calculations
indicate that unless a very large amount of the reaction enthalpy is deposited
in the water molecule, direct dissociation to form CH2NH and NO2 dominates
at all relevant pressures, but if the water molecule is formed with two energy
quanta in the OH stretching vibration, the calculations predict a dissociation
yield of 7 %. If a peroxy radical is formed, it is formed with a large excess
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of internal energy, and may either react unimolecularly, giving HO2 and
CH2NNO2 or bimolecularly following collisional stabilization. In the master
equation for the chemically activated peroxy radical, the competition between
unimolecular reaction to form HO2 and collisional stabilization followed by
reaction with NO was found to be strongly pressure dependent with an HO2
yield of only 4 % at 1 bar.
The FTIR product study barely shows any sign of products. This is prob-
ably because all expected products are more reactive than N-methylnitramine
and are therefore only present in small amounts. The PTR-ToF-MS exper-
iments, on the other hand, does show signiﬁcant amounts of HCN and it
is therefore concluded that methanimine is indeed the dominant product in
N-methylnitramine photo-oxidation.
For N,N -dimethylnitramine, the situation is somewhat simpler as there
is only one possible hydrogen abstraction route, as shown in Figure 5.14.
Master equation modeling reveals that the CH3N(NO2)CH2 radical will dis-
sociate immediately to NO2 and CH3NCH2 if formed with enough energy to
overcome the dissociation barrier and that a signiﬁcant amount will dissoci-
ate, even if the two quanta of the reaction enthalpy is deposited in the water
molecule. The theoretical predictions are supported by the observation of
a nitro compound in the FTIR experiments and peaks corresponding to N -
methyl-N-nitroformamide and N-methylmethanimine in the PTR-ToF-MS
experiments.
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Figure 5.14: Major reaction pathways in the atmospheric photo-oxidation of
N,N -dimethylnitramine. Reaction enthalpies from G4 calculations are given.
The numbers in parenthesis are for the corresponding amine reactions.
Methanimine and N-methylmethanimine constitute the main products in
the OH initiated photo-oxidation of N -methylnitramine and N,N -dimethyl-
nitramine respectively. Other products include N -nitroamides, but the yields
are yet to be determined.
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5.6 The OH radical reaction of HCN
Paper VI: Bunkan, A. J. C.; Liang, C.-H.; Pilling, M. J.; Nielsen, C. J.
Theoretical and experimental study of the OH radical reaction with HCN.
Molecular Physics 2013 111 , 1589-1598.
Based on the computational study of methanimine it seems clear that HCN
will constitute a major degradation product of methanimine and therefore
also of methylamine. The atmospheric chemistry of HCN has been studied
by several authors [93–113] and it is well established that its main source
is biomass burning [109] and that ocean uptake constitute its main sink,
with reaction with OH radicals constituting an additional, minor sink [107].
There are several studies of the OH radical reaction of HCN, both experi-
mental [114–118] and theoretical [119–123]. The OH radical reaction of HCN
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Figure 5.15: Stationary points on the potential energy surface of the OH rad-
ical reaction of HCN in the presence of oxygen. Results from CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pV(TQ)Z//MP2/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations.
in the presence of oxygen was studied with experimental and computational
methods. Stationary points on the potential energy surfaces were character-
ized by MP2 calculations in diﬀerent basis sets and the single point energies
were improved by CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVQZ calculations and basis set extra-
polation. In addition, the geometry for the initial reaction was calculated
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with CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ. The results from the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV(TQ)Z
calculations are shown in Figure 5.15.
The 13C and 14N kinetic isotope eﬀects for the OH radical reaction of HCN
were measured in a stationary gas mixture with long path FTIR detection.
Both isotope eﬀects are inverse and the measured values are 0.9733 ± 0.0024
and 0.9840 ± 0.0032.
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Figure 5.16: Relative rate plots from the measurements of the kinetic isotope
eﬀects for the OH radical reaction of HCN. The calculated uncertainty is 2σ
from the linear regression and the uncertainties of the individual data points
are the combined uncertainty of the spectral ﬁtting procedure and a 0.1%
error in the optical accuracy of the spectrometer.
Rate coeﬃcients for the initial reaction were calculated using a master
equation model with Eckart tunneling. The barrier height and the collisional
energy transfer parameter were ﬁtted to reproduce experimental values from
Strekowski [118] and the results are shown in Figure 5.17. The agreement
between the experimental and calculated values is very good and only small
adjustments of the barrier height were necessary to reproduce the experi-
mental results. Tunneling makes a small, but noticable contribution and the
diﬀerence in ﬁtted barrier heights for the models with and without tunneling
is around 1 kJ/mol, corresponding to roughly a factor of 1.5 change in the
reaction rate. It should be noted that the Eckart model is a relatively simple
model and that it has a tendency to overestimate the tunneling contribution.
The kinetic isotope eﬀects were calculated using the same master equation
model as for the absolute reaction rates, but the agreement is less satisfactory.
The calculations predict normal isotope eﬀects for both 13C and 14N while
the experiments give inverse kinetic isotope eﬀects. The reason for this is
not clear, but it is likely that the harmonic oscillator model is inadequate
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Figure 5.17: Rate coeﬃcients for the OH radical reaction of HCN. The data
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5.7 The OH radical reaction of formamide
Formamide constitutes the second most abundant oxidation product of methyl-
amine [11] and a minor oxidation product of methanimine. Barnes et al. [16]
unsuccessfully attempted to measure the rate coeﬃcient of its OH radical re-
action and reported isocyanic acid as the main product of formamide photo-
oxidation. Borduas et al. [89] recently published an experimental and the-
oretical study of the OH radical reactions of amides, and reported the ﬁrst
experimental rate coeﬃcient for the reaction.
Along with the kinetic measurements for N -methylformamide and N,N -
dimethyl-formamide described in paper III, measurement of the rate coeﬃ-
cient for the OH radical reaction of formamide was attempted. The experi-
ments were abandoned due to a dependence of the measured rate coeﬃcients
on the photolysis laser intensity, indicating that secondary radical chemistry
was taking place in the cell. Measurements were also attempted in the smog
chamber in Oslo, but due to severe wall eﬀects, no kinetic information could
be extracted from the experiments. The smog chamber experiments did,
however, conﬁrm isocyanic acid as the only observed product. As an al-
ternative to the experiments, high level quantum chemical calculations were
performed.
As for the reactions of N -methylformamide and N,N -dimethylformamide,
geometry optimization and frequency calculations for the stationary points
on the potential energy surfaces were done at the MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level
and single point energies were improved by CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ
calculations. The calculations indicate that the only relevant reaction chan-
nel under atmospheric conditions is abstraction from the carbonyl site. The
stationary points of this reaction path were therefore studied at the same
level as for the methanimine reaction described in paper IV, with geometries
and frequencies from CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculations, and single point ener-
gies improved by CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ calculations and basis set extrapolation
according to the scheme by Helgaker et al. [45, 46]. The coupled cluster and
MP2 calculations were performed in Molpro [124, 125] and Gaussian [126]
respectively.
The potential energy surface for the OH radical reaction of formamide,
shown in Figure 5.19, displays not only similar features as the potential en-
ergy surfaces for methylamine and methanimine, but is also very similar to
the corresponding reaction of acetaldehyde [127] with hydrogen abstraction
from the carbonyl site having a submerged barrier, while the other abstrac-
tion channel and addition to the double bond both have moderate barri-
ers. It can unambiguously be concluded that abstraction from the carbonyl
site is the dominating reaction and that the resulting OCNH2 radical reacts
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Figure 5.19: Potential energy surface for the OH radical reaction of formam-
ide. Results from CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ level
of theory.
quickly with O2 to form isocyanic acid as the by far dominant product. The
calculated energies in this work are in fair agreement with the results from
G3X-K//M06-2X/6-31G(2df,p) calculations performed by Borduas et al., al-
though they report a slightly positive barrier for abstraction from the C-H
site, whereas the high-level calculations in this work predict a barrier of -4
kJ mol−1.
Rate coeﬃcients for the overall reaction were calculated in the same man-
ner as for the reaction of methanimine + OH. Capture rate coeﬃcients for
formation of the pre reaction complexes were calculated from long range
transition state theory based on experimental dipole moments from the NIST
database [128], while speciﬁc rate coeﬃcients for the inner transition states
were calculated with RRKM theory, based on rovibrational data from the
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculations. The torsional mode of the OH fragment
in the transition state for abstraction from the carbonyl group was treated
as a hindered internal rotor with a rotational potential calculated at the
BHandHLYP/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.
The calculated rate coeﬃcient for the OH reaction of formamide is in
good agreement with the experimental value from Borduas et al., as shown
in Figure 5.20, although a factor of three lower. It should be noted that
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Figure 5.20: Rate coeﬃcients for the OH radical reaction of formamide.
Black dashed line: theoretical estimate based on CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-
pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ, red dotted line: theoretical estimate based on
CCSD(T)/cc-pV(TQ)Z/CCSD(T)//cc-pVTZ calculations, ∎: experimental
value from Borduas et al. [89]
Borduas et al. only employed one reference compound in their relative rate
experiments, and any systematic error in the reference rate coeﬃcient will
then inﬂuence the measured rate coeﬃcient. Further, the given uncertainty
of ±10% is one standard deviation of three or more reproducible experiments
and does not include any uncertainty of the reference compound. Although
the authors state that no wall loss of formamide was observed, they also
report that isocyanic acid was observed as a sole product, but with a yield
of only 17-19%. It is therefore possible that the measurement is inﬂuenced
by wall loss of formamide.
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5.8 What can we learn from high level calcu-
lations?
The general topic of this work is the OH radical reactions of amines, imines
and amides, and all reactions have been studied using quantum chemical
methods and statistical rate theory. As mentioned in Chapter 2 and 3, the
calculation of rate coeﬃcients within ’kinetic accuracy’ requires the energy
barriers accurate within 2 kJ/mol as well as highly accurate partition func-
tions. Such accuracy is available only for the smallest systems in this work,
and the reactions have therefore been studied with less accurate methods.
To assess the accuracy of the calculations, a high level case study was per-
formed on the atmospherically relevant pathways of the OH radical reactions
of methylamine, methanimine and formamide. Most of the calculations for
methanimine are published in paper IV, while the calculations for methyl-
amine and formamide are yet unpublished.
5.8.1 Potential energy surfaces
Stationary points on the potential energy surfaces were characterized at the
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level. Single point energies of the stationary points were
improved CCSD(T)/cc-pVQZ calculations and basis set extrapolation after
the scheme by Helgaker et al. [45,46]. The coupled cluster calculations were
performed in Molpro [124,125].
From the potential energy surfaces, shown in Figure 5.21, some similar-
ities are immediately clear. All three reaction systems are characterized by
a deep pre reaction potential well, all reactions have barriers close to the en-
trance energies and they all have strongly exothermic hydrogen abstraction
reactions. The Hammond postulate states that when the transition state is
close to an intermediate in energy, the geometries will also be very similar.
This is evident in the OH radical reactions studied here which are character-
ized by very early transition states, with reacting C-H and N-H bonds being
stretched by as little as 3-5 pm in the transition state structures. The O-H
bonds being formed are, on the other hand, 30-50 pm longer than in the
stable water molecule.
Some diﬀerences are also evident. For both methylamine and methan-
imine all hydrogen abstraction channels are strongly exothermic and have
barriers close to or below zero. For formamide, the situation is analog-
ous to the reaction of OH radicals with acetaldehyde [127], with hydro-
gen abstraction from the carbonyl site having a submerged barrier, while
the other abstraction channel and addition to the double bond both have
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ant pathways of the OH radical reactions of methylamine, methanimine and
formamide.
moderate barriers, as described in the previous section. For methylamine,
the CCSD(T)/cc-pV(TQ)Z//CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculations give barriers
of -1.9 and -5.6 kJ mol−1 for abstraction from the methyl and amino site, re-
spectively. This is slightly higher than predicted by the CCSD(T)-F12a/aug-
cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations published in paper I, where the
barriers are -8.2 and -8.4 kJ mol−1 respectively. For formamide, the barrier
to abstraction from the carbonyl site is calculated to be -4.0 kJ mol−1 at the
CCSD(T)/cc-pV(TQ)Z//CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ level of theory while CCSD(T)-
F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations predict a barrier of -
10.8 kJ mol−1. Since the barrier height for the OH radical reaction of formam-
ide was underestimated at the CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ level of theory, it is reasonable to suspect that it may also be the case
for the reactions of MF and DMF for which no higher level calculations are
available.
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5.8.2 Kinetics
In order to compare calculated rate coeﬃcients and branching ratios for the
reactions, the kinetics were modeled using a similar master equation model
as employed for the OH radical reactions of methanimine in paper IV and for
formamide in the previous section. For methylamine and formamide, a very
slight pressure dependence with a change of 9 % in the rate coeﬃcients for
formamide and 4% for methylamine over the range 50-1000 mbar is predicted,
while a somewhat larger change is calculated for methanimine due to the
adduct forming channel. This eﬀect was observed for N -methylformamide
and should be possible to measure for formamide as well, although it is
unlikely to be of any atmospheric importance.
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Figure 5.22: Calculated and experimental rate coeﬃcients for the reaction
of OH radicals with methylamine. Symbols: black ∎, OH, N2 bath gas; red
•, OH, N2/O2 bath gas; green ▲, OD, N2/O2 bath gas; pink ▼, data of
Carl and Crowley at 298 K. Full line, Harcourt-Esson ﬁt to experimental
data from this work; black dotted line, parametrized data from Atkinson et
al. [77, 78]; black dashed line, theoretical prediction based on CCSD(T*)-
F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ described in paper I; red dash-dot
line, theoretical prediction based on CCSD(T)/cc-pV(TQ)Z calculations.
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To illustrate the diﬀerences between the employed levels of theory, rate
coeﬃcients for the OH radical reaction of methylamine are shown in Fig-
ure 5.22. The high level calculations predict values are lower than the ex-
perimental values while the CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-
pVTZ calculations, presented in paper I, predict higher values. The same
is observed for formamide (Figure 5.20), and the CCSD(T*)-F12a/aug-cc-
pVTZ//MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations presented in paper III also overes-
timated the measured rate coeﬃcients for MF and DMF. The reason for
this is not entirely clear, but inspection of the optimized geometries reveal
that the MP2 calculations systematically predict smaller O-H distances than
the CCSD(T) calculations in all hydrogen-abstraction transition states ex-
amined, except for abstraction at the N site in MA. The branching ratio
obtained in the high-level calculations for the methylamine reaction is in
worse agreement with the experiments than the results presented in paper I.
Apparently both the calculations presented in paper I and the previous com-
putational studies [83, 84] represent cases where calculations give the right
answer, but maybe not for the right reason.
The eﬀect of tunneling was tested by including Eckart tunneling in the
master equation model. For MA, there is no signiﬁcant eﬀect in either the
rate coeﬃcient or the branching ratio, but for formamide, an increase in
the rate coeﬃcient of around 10 % is predicted. For methanimine tunneling
has a large eﬀect on the abstraction leading to cis HCNH, nearly doubling
the overall reaction rate, but it also makes the master equation eigenvalues
for reactions approach the eigenvalues for collisional energy transfer, making
the results less reliable. It is nevertheless concluded that tunneling may
be important when there are positive barriers, but that it can otherwise be
ignored without much loss of accuracy for the reactions of nitrogen containing
VOCs with OH radicals.
Since the master equation models based on the CCSD(T)/cc-pV(T)Q)Z//
CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ calculations underestimate the rate coeﬃcients for both
methylamine and formamide, and since the calculations indicate that tun-
neling may be important, it is reasonable to suspect that the reaction rate is
also underestimated for methanimine. This is, however, diﬃcult to conﬁrm
without accurate kinetic measurements.
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Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
The overall goal of this study was to contribute to the fundamental under-
standing of the gas phase photo-oxidation of amines. The mechanisms of
amine photo-oxidation are in many aspects similar to those of hydrocarbons,
with the ﬁrst step being formation of (amino) alkyl radical through hydrogen
abstraction by the OH radical. While both the alkyl and the amino alkyl
radical may react with O2 to form a peroxy radical, only the amino alkyl
radical may undergo hydrogen abstraction to give HO2 and an unsaturated
compound which may either react with OH radicals, or deposit on surfaces
and hydrolyze. Furthermore, there are no important routes in hydrocarbon
photooxidation analogous to nitramine or nitrosamine formation. In sum-
mary, while hydrocarbons are mainly oxidized to carbonyl compounds, the
amines are mainly oxidized to imines, with nitro, nitroso and carbonyl com-
pounds constituting minor products.
The reactions of OH radicals and chlorine atoms with methylamine, di-
methylamine and trimethylamine as well as the OH radical reaction of ethyl-
amine have been studied using quantum chemical methods in conjunction
with statistical rate theory. The reaction kinetics are dominated by the
formation of very stable pre-reaction van der Waals adducts and submerged
barriers. The calculated rate coeﬃcients are in good agreement with the
experimental values, but the calculation of accurate branching ratios was
proven to require more accurate barrier heights than those available from
(today’s) applicable quantum chemical methods. The calculations indicate
that the chlorine reactions have a higher potential for nitramine and nitrosa-
mine formation than the corresponding OH reactions. Accurate determina-
tion of the branching ratios for methylamine and dimethylamine, as well as
rate coeﬃcients and branching ratios for larger amines is clearly needed.
The kinetics of the reactions of OH radicals with N-methylformamide and
N,N -methylformamide were studied using ﬂash photolysis coupled with laser
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induced ﬂuorescence in addition to quantum chemical and master equation
methods. The reactions show weak negative temperature dependencies and
they are signiﬁcantly slower than the corresponding amine reactions. The
product study reveals that the amides also have a larger nitramine and ni-
trosamine formation potential than amines and may therefore constitute a
previously undisclosed health risk that may actually be of more concern than
amine emissions from carbon capture.
An experimental study of the reaction of OH radicals with methanimine
was attempted, but was abandoned due to rapid polymerization of the meth-
animine in the reaction cell. The reaction was instead studied using highly
accurate quantum chemical methods in conjunction with a master equation
model. The reaction is predicted to be signiﬁcantly slower than the corres-
ponding reaction of methylamine and HCN was found to be the main product
with HNCO as a minor product. A possible intermediate in the photo-
oxidation of methanimine is HNC which was found to react very quickly
with OH radicals giving HNCO as dominant product. It is also concluded
that N2O is not a product of methylamine photo-oxidation as previously
suggested.
The competition between collisional stabilization and unimolecular re-
action of the chemically activated intermediates in the photo-oxidation of
N-methylnitramine and N,N -dimethylnitramine was studied using a master
equation model. Direct dissociation to form an imine and NO2 was found
to be the main fate of the nitramino radicals formed in the reactions of the
nitramines with OH radicals.
Kinetic isotope eﬀects for the OH radical reaction of HCN were measured
using long path FTIR spectroscopy and were supported by quantum chemical
calculations and master equation modeling. The study conﬁrms that the
reaction occur through the formation of an adduct.
Finally, in order to assess the accuracy of the employed theoretical meth-
ods, the reactions of methylamine, methanimine and formamide with OH
radicals were studied by employing high level quantum chemical methods
and compared with both experimental data and computational results from
this work.
The reactions of the alkyl amines with OH radicals are now to a large
degree understood, but there are several unresolved questions. The at-
mospheric fate of imines is still largely unknown and the reaction of N-
methylmethanimine with OH radicals is an obvious candidate for further
examination. Another important issue that needs to be addressed is whether
the main sink of imines is gas phase reactions, or if uptake on water droplets
and particles dominate. In the latter case the imine will hydrolyze resulting
in amines or alternatively NH3.
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Appendix A
List of abbreviations
CASPT2 Complete Active Space Perturbation Theory to 2nd order
CASSCF Complete Active Space Self Consistent Field
CCSD Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles
CCSD(T) Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles with perturbative Triples
DFT Density Functional Theory
EGME Energy Grained Master Equation
FTIR Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
HF Hartree-Fock theory
G3 Gaussian 3 theory
G4 Gaussian 4 theory
GTO Gaussian Type Orbital
ILT Inverse Laplace Transform
IRC Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate
KIE Kinetic Isotope Eﬀect
LIF Laser-Induced Fluorescence
LRTST Long Range Transition State Theory
MCSCF Multiconﬁgurational SCF
ME Master Equation
MPn Møller Plesset Perturbation theory to nth order
RRKM Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus theory
SACM Statistical Adiabatic Channel Model
SCF Self Consistent Field
STO Slater Type Orbital
TS Transition State
TST Transition State Theory
VOC Volatile Organic Compound
VTST Variational Transition State Theory
ZPE Zero Point Energy
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An experimental and theoretical study of the gas 
phase kinetics of atomic chlorine reactions with 
CH3NH2, (CH3)2NH, and (CH3)3N† 
J.M. Nicovich,a S. Mazumder,a P.L. Laine,b,e  P.H. Wine,*a,b  Y. Tang,c  A.J.C. 
Bunkan,d and C.J. Nielsen*d 
The rate coefficients for the reactions of Cl(2PJ) with methylamine (R1), dimethylamine (R2) 
and trimethylamine (R3) have been measured using the laser flash photolysis – resonance 
fluorescence technique as a function of temperature (274−435 K) and pressure (25−400 Torr 
N2).  The experimental data are well-represented by the following temperature- and pressure-
independent rate coefficients (1010 × k/ cm3 molecule-1 s-1): kR1 = 2.90 ± 0.44, kR2 = 3.89 ± 
0.58, kR3 = 3.68 ± 0.55; the uncertainties are estimates of accuracy at the 95% confidence level. 
Potential energy surfaces (PES) for the reactions have been characterized at the MP2/cc-pVTZ 
level and improved single point energies of stationary points obtained in CCSD(T)-F12a 
calculations. The PES for all reactions are characterized by the formation of pre and post 
reaction complexes and submerged barriers. The calculated rate coefficients are in good 
agreement with experiment; the overall rate coefficients are relatively insensitive to variations 
of the barrier heights within typical chemical accuracy, but the branching ratios vary 
significantly. 
 

Several reviews of the atmospheric occurrence, thermodynamic 
properties and chemistry of amines have recently appeared.1-4  
In spite of around 150 different amines having been identified 
in the atmosphere,1 they were almost left out of atmospheric 
and environmental sciences due to their low ppbV-range 
mixing ratios and their short lifetimes.5 It has now been demon-
strated from modeling of field observations,6 and from con-
trolled experiments in the CLOUD chamber at CERN,7 that 
amines are important in new particle formation through their 
gas phase acid-base reaction with sulphuric acid. A recent 
matrix isolation study shows that trimethylamine and sulfuric 
acid may even form a 1:1 complex of ionic character, in which 
a proton is nearly completely transferred: (CH3)3NH+···–
OSO3H.8 
 The primary tropospheric sink for amines is generally 
accepted to be reaction with the OH radical. It has been 
reported that levels of Cl atoms in the marine boundary layer 
can be 1−10 percent of OH levels,9 and findings suggest a 
significant Cl production rate even in the middle of the conti-
nental United States.10 Laboratory and theoretical research 
demonstrates that heterogeneous reaction of N2O5 with HCl(aq) 
may represent a significant source of tropospheric ClNOx 
species that can rapidly photolyze under daytime conditions to 
generate Cl atoms.11 Hence, it appears that reaction with Cl 
could be a significant tropospheric sink for any trace gas that 
reacts with Cl significantly more rapidly than with OH.  There 
are no kinetic data for Cl + amine reactions reported in the 
literature, although one reaction dynamics study of Cl + 
CH3NH2 has been published showing yields of the two 
hydrogen abstraction products to be 48% ●CH2NH2 and 52% 
●NHCH3 at a collision energy of ~2000 cm-1.12  Since it is a 
reasonable expectation that Cl + amine reactions are very fast, 
laboratory studies to quantify the kinetics of these reactions are 
needed. 
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Figures of reactants, 
products and stationary points on the reaction surfaces. Tables with rate 
coefficients, energies of reactants, products and stationary points on the 
reaction surfaces. See DOI: 10.1039.xxxxxxxxxxx 
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 In this paper, we report a combined experimental and theo-
retical study of the reactions of Cl atoms with mono-, di- and 
tri-methyl amine. 
Cl  +  CH3NH2 → products    (R1) 
Cl  +  (CH3)2NH → products    (R2) 
Cl  +  (CH3)3N → products    (R3) 
Experimental determinations of temperature- and pressure-
dependent rate coefficients for R1–R3 are reported for the first 
time, as are theoretical analyses of reaction potential energy 
surfaces and kinetics.  The potential influence of R1–R3 on the 
atmospheric chemistry of the studied amines is qualitatively 
assessed.  
 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The kinetics of Cl reactions with CH3NH2, (CH3)2NH, and 
(CH3)3N have been studied under pseudo-first order conditions 
with the amine as the excess reagent using the laser flash 
photolysis (LFP) – resonance fluorescence (RF) technique.  In 
the LFP−RF approach, Cl atoms are produced on a nanosecond 
time scale via LFP of a suitable Cl-containing precursor.  A 
chlorine resonance lamp, which consists of an electrodeless 
microwave discharge through a flowing gas mixture containing 
a trace of Cl2 in helium, continuously excites vacuum-UV 
fluorescence in the photolytically produced Cl atoms.  The 
fluorescence signal is monitored by a solar blind photomulti-
plier and signals are processed using photon-counting 
techniques in conjunction with multichannel scaling.  As long 
as the Cl atom concentration is relatively low (less than 1012 
atoms per cm3 under typical operating conditions), the 
fluorescence signal is proportional to the Cl atom 
concentration.   
 A schematic diagram of the LFP−RF apparatus is published 
elsewhere.13 The apparatus is similar in configuration to those 
employed in a number of earlier studies of chlorine atom 
kinetics carried out at Georgia Tech.14-19  Details of the experi-
mental approach that are specific to this study are provided 
below. 
 A jacketed Pyrex® reaction cell with an internal volume of 
150 cm3 was used in all experiments.  The cell was maintained 
at a constant temperature by circulating ethylene glycol from a 
thermostated bath through the outer jacket.  A copper-
constantan thermocouple was inserted into the reaction zone 
through a vacuum seal, thus allowing measurement of the gas 
temperature under the precise pressure and flow rate conditions 
of the experiment.  The temperature variation in the reaction 
volume, i.e., the volume from which fluorescence could be 
detected, was less than 2 K at the highest temperature employed 
in the study (435 K) and less than 1 K at the lowest temperature 
employed (274 K). 
 Atomic chlorine was produced by 248 nm laser flash 
photolysis of phosgene, Cl2CO.  
 
Cl2CO  +  hν (248 nm) → 2 Cl + CO  (R4) 
 
A GAM EX50 KrF excimer laser served as the 248 nm light 
source; its pulse width is ~20 ns and fluences employed in the 
study ranged from 3 to 67 mJ cm-2 pulse-1.  
 All details concerning the operation of the resonance lamp 
and signal processing electronics are published elsewhere.14-19  
For each chlorine atom decay rate measured, signals from a 
large number of laser shots (100−20000) were averaged to 
obtain a well-defined pseudo-first order temporal profile over 
(typically) three e-folding times of chlorine atom decay. 
 Both excited spin-orbit state chlorine atoms (2P1/2) and 
ground state chlorine atoms (2P3/2) can be produced by the 
ultraviolet photo-dissociation of phosgene; the fraction of 
excited Cl(2P1/2) has been reported to be <10% at 248 nm.20   
The RF detection scheme is sensitive to both spin orbit states.  
To ensure rapid deactivation of Cl(2P1/2) atoms, approximately 
0.5 Torr CO2 was added to each Cl2CO/amine/N2 reaction 
mixture. Since the rate coefficient for deactivation of Cl(2P1/2) 
by CO2 is (1.2 ± 0.3) × 10–11 cm3 molecule–1 s–1,21-23  the time 
scale for spin-orbit state equilibration was always very rapid 
compared to the time scale for chemical reaction of Cl atoms. 
 In order to avoid accumulation of photochemically 
generated reactive species, all experiments were carried out 
under “slow flow” conditions.  The linear flow rate through the 
reactor was typically 3 cm s-1 (1.4−9 cm s-1 was the complete 
range), while the laser repetition rate was typically 6 Hz (3−7 
Hz was the complete range).  Since the direction of flow was 
perpendicular to the photolysis laser beam, no volume element 
of the reaction mixture was subjected to more than a few laser 
shots.  Phosgene (Cl2CO) and amines were introduced into the 
reaction cell from 12-liter Pyrex® bulbs containing dilute mix-
tures in N2, while CO2 and N2 were flowed directly from their 
high pressure storage cylinders.  All gas flows were controlled 
by needle valves and measured using calibrated mass flow 
meters.  The amine/N2 gas mixture, CO2, and additional N2 
were premixed before entering the reaction cell whereas the 
Cl2CO/N2 mixture was injected into reaction mixture flow 
(typically) 2 cm upstream from the reaction zone; this approach 
minimized interferences from hydrolysis of Cl2CO on reactor 
walls and dark reaction of amines with the HCl product of 
Cl2CO hydrolysis.  At 298 K, kinetics results were found to be 
independent of injector position over the range 2−10 cm 
upstream from the reaction zone, and also independent of the 
fraction of total flow attributable to the Cl2CO/N2 mixture over 
the ranges 2−18% for R1, 0.5−13% for R2, and 0.5−12% for 
R3.  These observations demonstrate that mixing of Cl2CO into 
the overall flow was complete by the time the flow reached the 
reaction zone. 
 Concentrations of each component in the reaction mixture 
were determined from the corresponding bulb concentrations, 
the mass flow rates and the total pressures.  The bulb concen-
trations of each amine were measured frequently by UV 
photometry at 213.9 nm using a zinc penray lamp as the light 
source.  The absorption cross sections employed to convert 
measured absorbances to concentrations were determined as 
part of this study and are, in unit of 10−18 cm2 molecule-1, 2.35 
for CH3NH2, 1.27 for (CH3)2NH and 4.39 for (CH3)3N.  The 
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cross section we determined for CH3NH2 is about 25% larger 
than a single literature value.24 
 The gases used in this study had the following stated 
minimum purities:  CO2, 99.99%; Cl2CO, 99.9%; CH3NH2, 
98%; (CH3)2NH, 99%; and (CH3)3N, 99%.  The above purities 
all refer to the liquid phase in the high-pressure storage 
cylinders.  The N2 used in this study was the gas obtained as 
seep-off from a high-pressure liquid nitrogen cylinder.  
Nitrogen and CO2 were used as supplied while the other gases 
were degassed repeatedly at 77 K before being used to prepare 
mixtures with N2. 
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Electronic structure calculations 
Geometries and frequencies of the stationary points on the 
amine + chlorine atom potiential energy surfaces were calcu-
lated using second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory  
(MP2) with Dunning's correlation consistent cc-pVTZ basis 
set.25 The pre- and post-reaction adducts were localized by 
calculating the reaction path in mass weighted coordinates 
(IRC). 
 Improved single point energies of the stationary points were 
calculated using explicitly correlated Coupled Cluster Singles 
and Doubles with perturbative triples, CCSD(T)-F12a,26, 27 with 
Dunnings triple-zeta basis set augmented with diffuse func-
tions, aug-cc-pVTZ.28 The MP2 calculations were performed 
using Gaussian09,29 while the explicitly correlated coupled 
cluster calculations were performed in Molpro 2012.1.30, 31 
Calculation of rate coefficients 
The kinetics of the different methyl amine + chlorine atom 
systems are governed by both the formation of a pre-reaction 
adduct and one or more tight transition states. To account for 
both inner and outer transition states, the steady state approxi-
mation was used at the microcanonical level, which gives an 
effective number of states for the overall reaction: 
    (E1) 
where NOuter, NTSC and NTSN represents the number of states in 
the outer transition state, and the transition states for hydrogen 
abstraction from the C and N atom respectively (NTSN = 0 for 
TMA). In equation E1 it is assumed that the reaction occurs in 
the low pressure limit and that the pre-reaction complexes 
therefore do not undergo any collisions with the bath gas 
molecules. Since all barriers are significantly below zero, the 
possibility of tunnelling is included in the model.  In the case of 
TMA + chlorine this model is identical to the two-transition 
state model proposed by Greenwald et al.32 
 It is further assumed that the post-reaction complexes 
dissociate rapidly, i.e. no back reaction is considered, and the 
thermal rate coefficients can then be calculated by Boltzmann 
weighting the effective number of states: 
     (E2) 
The number of open states for the inner transition states was 
calculated using a rovibrational Beyer-Swinehart algorithm,33 
with ro-vibrational data from the MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations, 
while the number of states for the outer transition states was 
estimated using a capture model equivalent to Langevin-theory 
(see Smith34 and references therein), but with the replacement 
of the ion-induced dipole potential with the sum of the London 
and the Debye forces.  
V (R) = − 3IAIB
2(IA + IB )
⋅αAαB
R6
− μA
2αB
4πε0R6
    (E3) 
Experimental values for the dipole moments, μi, polarizabili-
ties, αi, and the first ionisation potentials, Ii, are summarized in 
Table S1 (Electronic Supplementary Information, ESI) and 
stem from the NIST database.35 
 The two spin-orbit states 2P3/2 (lowest) and 2P1/2 of Cl 
having degeneracies of 4 and 2, respectively, and separated by 
882 cm–1 were included in the calculation of the electronic 
partition function. Since spin-orbit coupling present in the Cl 
atom becomes smaller during the reaction it will contribute to 
the potential energy surface by effectively lowering the non-
relativistic energy of the reactants by 1/3 of the SO coupling 
constant of Cl (3.5 kJ mol-1) assuming negligible SO coupling 
in the transition state. 

Kinetic experiments 
As mentioned above, all experiments were carried out under 
pseudo–first order conditions with [amine] >> [Cl]0.  Hence, in 
the absence of side reactions that remove or produce Cl(2PJ) 
atoms, the Cl(2PJ) temporal profile following the laser flash is 
described by the following relationship: 
 
ln{[Cl]0/[Cl]t}  =  ln{S0/St}  =  (kRi[amine] + kR5) t  =  k′ t (E4) 
 
In equation (E4), S0 is the RF signal at a time immediately after 
the laser fires, St is the RF signal at a later time t; ki (i = 1, 2 or 
3) is the total bimolecular rate coefficient for all Cl(2PJ) + 
amine reaction channels that are irreversible on the experi-
mental time scale; k′ is the pseudo–first order Cl(2PJ) 
fluorescence signal decay rate coefficient; and kR5 is the first-
order rate coefficient for background Cl(2PJ) atom loss:  
 
Cl(2PJ) → loss by diffusion from the     
detector field of view and/or reaction   (R5) 
with background impurities.       
 
kR5 was directly measured by observing the RF temporal profile 
in the absence of added amine for each set of reaction condi-
tions; while not strictly first order, the parameterization of kR5 
as a first order process is an excellent approximation for the 
first 5 ms after the laser flash, which is the relevant time scale 
for analysis of all kinetic data.   
N(E)eff  = 
N Outer ⋅ NTSN + NTSC( )
NTSN + NTSC + NOuter
N(E) ⋅exp(−E / kBT )
h ⋅QR (T )0
∞∫ dE
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 The bimolecular rate coefficients of interest, kRi(P,T), i = 
1−3, are obtained from the slopes of plots of k′ versus [amine] 
for data obtained at constant temperature and total pressure.  
Although numerous possible impurities in the methyl amine 
samples can react rapidly with atomic chlorine, we can assume 
impurity reactions are of negligible importance because the rate 
coefficients for reactions R1−R3 are measured to be very fast 
(see below) and, as reported above, the amine purities were ≥ 
98%.  
 Overall, the observed kinetics are consistent with the 
behavior predicted by equation (E4), i.e., observed Cl(2PJ) 
temporal profiles are exponential and observed k′ are found to 
increase linearly with increasing [amine].  Furthermore, 
observed kinetics were found to be independent of significant 
variations in laser fluence, confirming the expectation that 
radical concentrations were low enough to render 
radical−radical side reactions too slow to be a significant 
kinetic interference on the time scale of Cl(2PJ) decay.  Typical 
Cl(2PJ) temporal profiles are shown in Figure 1 and typical 
plots of k′ versus [amine] are shown in Figure 2.  
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For all three Cl + amine reactions studied, bimolecular rate 
coefficients were, within experimental uncertainties, found to 
be independent of pressure over the range 25–400 Torr N2.  
Such observational evidence supports the idea that the 
dominant pathway for Cl(2PJ) + amine reactions over the full 
range of temperature and pressure investigated is H–transfer. 
Measured bimolecular rate coefficients for reactions R1−R3 are 
summarized in Tables S2−S4 (Electronic Supplementary 
Information, ESI).  
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Because the precisions of tabulated kRi values are quite good 
(2σ < 5% at 298 K and 2σ < 11% at other temperatures), we 
estimate that the absolute uncertainty of reported values for kRi 
is ±10% at 298 K and ±16% at other temperatures.  Since 
interfering side reactions appear to be of negligible importance 
(see above), the primary source of systematic error appears to 
be associated with amine concentration determinations.  
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 Arrhenius plots for reactions R1−R3 are shown in Figure 3. 
The following best fit Arrhenius expressions are derived from 
linear least–squares analyses of the ln kRi versus T–1 data (units 
are 10–10 cm3 molecule–1 s–1): 
 
kR1(T)   =   (2.63 ± 0.30) exp{(+33 ± 38) / T} 
kR2(T)   =   (4.46 ± 1.45) exp{(−49 ± 113) / T} 
kR3(T)   =   (3.47 ± 0.46) exp{(+18 ± 78) / T} 
 
Uncertainties in the above expressions are 2σ and represent the 
precision of the Arrhenius parameters.  Given that the statistical 
uncertainties in measured activation energies are larger than the 
activation energies themselves, the following temperature 
independent rate coefficients (obtained from computing 
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unweighted averages of experimental kRi values) are also 
considered adequate representations of the experimental data 
(units are 10−10 cm3molecule–1s–1):  kR1 = 2.90 ± 0.13, kR2 = 
3.89 ± 0.46, and kR3 = 3.68 ± 0.35, where the uncertainties are 
two standard deviations of the average.  Absolute uncertainties 
in these rate coefficients are estimated to be ±15% at the 95% 
confidence level. 
Structures and Energies of Stationary Points 
The stationary points on the potential energy surfaces (PES) of 
the Cl reactions with MA, DMA and TMA were located in 
MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations. Improved energies were obtained 
in CCSD(T)-F12a/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations; the results are 
summarized in Tables S5−S7 (ESI) and illustrated in Figure 4. 
Cartesian coordinates of reactants, products and stationary 
points on the PES obtained in MP2/cc-pVTZ calculations are 
given in Table S8 (ESI), which also includes illustrations of the 
stationary point structures. The minimum energy path (MEP) 
connecting reactants and products of the Cl reactions with MA, 
DMA and TMA were computed using the intrinsic reaction 
coordinate (IRC) method36 at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
In addition to the saddle points of the hydrogen abstraction 
reactions we have located a pre-reaction van der Waals adduct 
on the MEP for all reactions. On the product side of the MEP 
there is a post-reaction van der Waals adduct between amino 
radicals and HCl. In summary, the general and prominent 
features of the amine + Cl reaction PES are strong pre-reaction 
complexes and saddle points with energies below that of the 
corresponding reactants.  
Calculated rate coefficients 
Results from the kinetics calculations are summarized in Table 
S9 (ESI), and the overall theoretical rate coefficients can be 
parameterized: 
 
kR1(T)   =   2.13 exp{  +99 / T}  or  2.22 (T/298K)-0.037 
kR2(T)   =   2.89 exp{  −87 / T}  or  2.87 (T/298K)0.250 
kR3(T)   =   4.38 exp{ -105 / T}  or  2.98 (T/298K)0.301 
 
The calculated rate coefficients are in very good agreement 
with the experimental values with the largest deviations being 
around 35%. This good agreement is to a large extent caused by 
the fact that the reactions are very close to being collision 
controlled. 
 The sensitivity of the rate coefficients to the calculated 
energy barriers were tested by shifting the calculated barriers by 
4 kJ/mol in opposite directions. The maximum change in 
overall rate coefficients was 7%, 1% and no change for MA, 
DMA and TMA respectively. The room temperature branching 
ratio for the MA reaction was found to be more sensitive to the 
barrier heights as lowering the barrier for C-abstraction and 
raising the barrier for N-abstraction gave 1C:99N while shifting 
the barriers in opposite directions gave 40C:60N. For the DMA 
no change was observed. 
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Literature Comparisons 
Rudić et al.12 carried out a theoretical study of the MA + Cl 
reaction employing a variant of G2-model chemistry,37 and 
found essentially the same PES as derived in the present study. 
In particular, they identified the strongly bound pre-reactive 
complex as a 2-center-3-electron bond involving the nitrogen 
lone pair and the unpaired electron on Cl. The magnitude of the  
Cl–N bond strengths calculated in this study are slightly larger 
than the one measured for pyridine,38 which can be attributed to 
the methyl groups donating electron density to the N lone pair. 
 The MA + Cl reaction dynamics study shows a roughly 
50:50 branching in the initial abstraction.12 It should be noted 
that the reactants are far from being thermalized in the study: 
the translational collision energy is about 2000 cm-1, and there 
is very little rotational or vibrational energy in the methylamine 
reactant (2000 cm-1 corresponds to a translational temperature 
of ~ 2900 K).  The present calculations show an increase in the 
C-H abstraction yield from 0.09 at 300 K to 0.22 at 600 K, so 
the 50 % yield reported in the reaction dynamics study12 
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appears to be in reasonable agreement with the theoretical 
findings of this study. 
Implications for Atmospheric Chemistry of Amines 
Consideration of the rate coefficients reported in this study in 
conjunction with rate coefficients for OH + amine reactions that 
were reported recently by Onel et al.,39 suggests that the Cl rate 
coefficients are faster at 298 K by factors of 16, 6, and 6 for 
MA, DMA, and TMA, respectively, and that these rate 
coefficient ratios change very little as a function of temperature.  
In the marine boundary layer, Cl concentrations are typically 1–
10 percent of OH concentrations.9  Hence, it appears that 
reaction with Cl is a minor but significant sink for amines in 
marine environments.   
 The calculated branching ratios in the MA and DMA 
reactions with Cl suggest that N-H abstraction dominates in the 
chlorine reactions in contrast to the corresponding OH 
reactions, where C-H abstraction dominates.40-42  In areas with 
elevated chlorine atom concentrations the Cl reactions may 
therefore contribute significantly to nitramine and nitrosamine 
formation (i.e. RR'N + NO2 → RR'NNO2). An experimental 
determination of the branching ratios for the MA and DMA + 
Cl reactions is clearly needed. 

The rate coefficients for the chlorine atom reactions with 
methylamine, dimethylamine and trimethylamine have been 
determined using the laser flash photolysis – resonance 
fluorescence technique. The reactions are extremely fast with 
nearly temperature independent rate coefficients close to the 
gas kinetic collision limit. Quantum chemical calculations show 
that the reactions are dominated by strongly bound pre-reaction 
complexes and submerged barriers, and statistical rate theory 
confirms that the reactions are collision controlled.  Reaction 
with Cl appears to make a small but non-negligible contribution 
to destruction of amines in marine atmospheric environments.  
Unlike OH reactions with mono- and di-methyl amine, the Cl 
reactions are predicted theoretically to proceed predominantly 
by abstraction of hydrogen from the N atom, thus making Cl + 
amine reactions a potentially important source of atmospheric 
nitramines and nitrosamines.    
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